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STUDENT DEBATE ENDS IN CHAOS·,
CAMPAIGN ANTICS ON THE RISE
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No Punches Thrown- .
Quick Response
From Security
Cools Down Crowd
By Bryan Fleck
Managing Editor
An altercation occurred between Juan
Garibaldi, a FIST candidate for the upper senate, and Joseph Maldarelli, a fraternity brother
of PEACE presidential candidate Mark Heron,
. shortly after the candidates' debate ended
Thursday night.
" Mr. Garibaldi, the brother of FIST presidential candidate Sara Garibaldi, approached
Maldarelli requesting an apology tor an 'inci~-eeftt-itfteH8DI~M~~~'"pRor-t6""me~.,....

: ."
err-a' "verbat'cdnfiOJ'rtat;on-~~et!tr----

Maldarelli and Mr. and Ms. Garibaldi.
Members of the Alpha Phi Delta fratern.!!YJ3tlld~_
FISTcandidates and supporters also participated, adding to the emotional tension. No punches were thrown, however. ~ security quickly
. cooled down the crowd.
This altercation comes at a time when both
the FIST party _and the PEACE party have
complained about each other's negative campaign tactics.
"People are acting like petulant children,"
said Gamma Phi Rho sorority president Jesse
Berger. "This is college, not high schoo 1.'The altercation stems from-an incident that
happened on the evening of April 22 in the
Gamma Phi Rho sorority room. On that

Continued on Page 3
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High Schoolers Abound at Baruch Gym

---- ----1--

school," Dr. William Eng, athletic director, school in the form of student activity fees.
. "While adjustments have been made by all,
wrote in a statement to the Ticker, ··OUf priority is toprovide as much time to our college the schedule for this coming year will be sufIf you thought it was hard to get into the students, first, and then we try- to accomodate ficient to meet all the needs of the college
population," 'Eng further stated.
Baruch gymnasium located on the sixth floor the needs of the high school."
The new plan calls for the high school stu-·
But students don't seem to agree.
ofthe 23rd street building, just wait until next
to
get
time
Tuesday
through
Friday
from
One
student who only gave his first name,
dents
year. Things will get worse.
For several years, high school students 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in addition to the time Michael, said, "These high school students
have been roaming the halls of Baruch they have now. This means even less time for don't even belong here. This is Baruch
College as part of the Baruch College Campus college students to use the gym, 'who wiU be College. Ma~ they feel ,that they\are giving
High School. In this program, high school stu- able to use- the facility on Tuesdays and me enough time to use the gym, but do they
dents get to use many of the" same facilities Thursdays, from 8:00 p.m. to 9: 15 p.m., as - know my schedule? Ifl could-choose from the
that the college students 'get to me. This" well as during club hours and also on Fridays. .times··the high school uses the gym, I" weukI
from 12:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
"actuallbe able to use the gym at least twice
As of right now, high school students use • This does not take into account the fact that a week, andJhat?s.good enou8h, for me."
Furthermore, when the high school works
the, gym Monday through Friday from 8:00 . some Baruch College sports teams and clubs
a.m. to 9:30 a.m. Besides the high school stu- will need to use the gym for training. College with Baruch to set up gym use schedules,
dents, the gym is also the site of college gym students will see their time cut even more as "They make it hard to say no," Rankis says.
'·When I found out about it, I was not
classes arid practices for the various college this -takes place.
According to DSSG President Lennox happy about it," he says ofthe new plan being
teams during the sports seasons. Next year,
plans call for high school students to receive Henry, the new plan is unfair to the college instituted.
Itappears that th~ plan will move forward.
students who pay activity fees to use the gym.
even more time..
"_
. Professor .Ray Rankis of the physical and '4As far as I know, it is set," Rankis stated. But
"Based on our limited facilities, weare
"restricted in terms of how much time can be health education department, stated that ·thethat-doesn't necesSarily inean that it is set in
shared with the college students arid the high high school students do not pay fees totffis---stone. UIf the president [Cronholm] wants to
By Jon Minnen
News Editor
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change it, she can change it. She has that
power."
Right now though, from what it looks like,
college students will have to take a back seat.
"First place are the 'C~ second place
belongs to the teaMs and third,place is for the
high schools," Henry said. "We ~II take fourth
place to everyone else."
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New Academic Advisement Center Holds Grand Opening
By Omolara Laniyan
Staff Writer

Center was to benefit the students. According
to Cronholm, academia;advisement has traditionaly been one of the chief complaints
Students accustomed to using the 10th floor
amongst students. Others have complained of
of the 18th street building for studying, relaxnot getting their questions answered and not
ing or just chatting with friends might have
being able to see advisors at convenient times.
been shocked to find themselves in the middle
The Center has increased its staff and space
of a celebration last Monday - a celebration in with rows of offices which enable students to
honor of the grand opening of Baruch College's talk to advisors one-on-one. In addition, the
new Academic Advisement Center. The Center Center has extended its hours: Monday through
consolidates advising services for all three
Thursday from 9: IS a.m. until 7:45 p.m., and
schools at Baruch into one facility.
on Friday from 9: 15 am. until 4:45 p.m. The
"We will have the kind of center that will
later closing hours have been implemented to
make the. students feel good," said Interim
allow students who work during the day the
President Lois Cronholm.
opportunity to see academic advisors in the
The Advisement Center, formerly located in early evening.
the 26th street building, moved to the 10th floor
The Center will provide the same services as
of III East 18th Street on April 26th. Before the previous center; including student orientathen, students enrolled in the schools of tion, peer advisement, work sheet assistance,
Business, Public Affairs and Arts and Sciences .GPA checks, credit overload checks, program
seeking academic advising had to visit three
drops, withdrawals, appeals, reinstatements,
separate locations
degree audits, probation checks, junior status
One of the major reasons for moving the
waivers, minor waivers, major waivers and

other advisement services.
Students who have completed 28 credits or
less are directed towards peer counselors,· students who have completed 28 to 63 credits are
directed to a CUNY counselor and students
who have completed 63 or more credits are
directed to senior specialists for counseling. ,
The Center also has an e-mail address,
Academic_Advisement@Baruch.CUNY.EDU,
where students can write their complaints.
Miriam Vega, a student at Baruch, predicted
that the new center was going to be much better than the previous one. Although the Center's
location is not convenient for her, she stated
that she "definitely will utilize the "Center."
According to Cronholm, the Center will
have the kind of advising that students can
work with. "The School is not just a business
school, a public affairs school or a school of
arts and sciences," said Cronholm. "It's Baruch
College, and students from Baruch graduate
with a variety of majors."
Adivisor specialist Dionne Browne said the

Election Debate Reveals Lack of Depth
By Bryan Fleck
Managing Editor
Members of the FIST party and the PEACE
party articulated their ideas for improving the
college at the candidates debate, April 29.
Elections to name a new Undergraduate
Student Government will be held May 3-~ay

6.
The FIST party has been focusing on the relative youth of their candidates and the fact that
they, unlike the PEACE party; were able to procure a full ticket.
The PEACE party, on the other hand, is
. focusing on their experience at Baruch and the
fact that many FIST candidates, including their
presidential candidate, are current members of
Day Session Student Government.
Sara Garibaldi, who is running for president
with FIST, is a second-semester freshman. In
addition, FIST vice-presidential candidate
Braulio Medina and treasurer candidate Jerome
Gift are both sophomores. This, according to
Garibaldi, is a benefit because the FIST party
will be enrolled at the 'college after their oneyear term is over. Therefore, Garibaldi reasons,
they will have an extra incentive in running a
strong student government. "Student government needs to follow through," said Garibaldi.
"We have a lot' of people who will be sticking don't know me, but I made my voice be known
around."
. in the meetings," said Witenko. According to
According to Mark Heron, presidential can- Garibaldi, Witenko, who joined DSSG in
didate for PEACE, the reason why PEACE is February, did not sign up in time to be a part of
running is because its members are fed up with FIST.
. the current government. "For the entire year
The top priority for both parties seems to be
our student government has done nothing," said enacting a proactive government and reaching
Heron.
out to the students,
Venessa Witenko, a current member of
"If [clubs] feel that you are doing someDSSG, is running independently for vice presi- thing, they will come around," said Heron. The
dent. She was unable to attend the debate, howPEACE party plans to hold a bi-monthly stuever, due to her class schedule.
dent leadership workshop during club hours. In
Witenko did admit to the difficulty in run- addition, Heron said that an informal student
ning as an independent and expressed her perleadership committee would be formed upon
ceived lack of support from the current govern- his election. "The purpose is to fmd out what's
ment. According to Witenko, FIST did- not ask going on in the school," Heron said.
her to be on the party ticket. "They claim they
Garibaldi articulated her party's plans to

...

President Lois Cronhotm at the rlbbon-cutting. (photolDav'saJ( Rangslratanakul)

Center is what the students envision it to be:
More efficient and productive. Browne emphasized the amount ofwork that went into making
the Center into a reality. "Everyone who walks
in can be seen."

Evening Reception Held for Incoming Baruch Honor Students
By Alicia Williams
Contributing Writer
On the evening of April 26, Baruch College
played host to a reception in honor of incoming
freshmen who have demonstrated outstanding
academic achievement and who 'have either
already chosen to attend or who are considering
attending Baruch..
At Baruch, academic achievers are categorized into two groups: Honor students and
Baruch Scholars. Honor students differ from
Baruch Scholars in that scholars are those students who have demonstrated outstanding high
school academic achievement' and consistent
participation in high school extra-eurricular
activities, according to the Baruch Scholarship
Application. Scholars begin their Baruch
careers with a Baruch scholarship and then
have the option of maintaining these scholarships over four years. This continues until

completion of their undergraduate degrees and
is provisional on their maintenance of a
required GPA.
"
.
Dr. Etan Bourkoff, professor of engineering
and physics, is the director of the new honors
program. Bourkoff explained that the motive
for starting an honors program came from
advocates who felt that high-achieving Baruch
students should be allowed to have access to
the same opportunities as entering freshmen.
Bourkoffnoted that scholars and honors students will share the same privileges, including
unrestricted access to honors courses and extracurricular programs. These perks are designed
to give the students, who are boosting Baruch's
reputation, incentive to choose Baruch as the
university where they will complete their
undergraduate degree, according to Bourkoff.
Honors students and scholars alike are
required to complete five hours of community
service per semester and a. certain number of

honors courses before graduation.
Bourkoff admitted the possibility of an
"elitist" attitude developing amongst these students, but promised that he and his staff would
keep a close watch for such attitudes. Bourkoff
did note, however, that it was nearly impossible
to change people's mindsets.
Dr. Susan Locke, director of the Baruch
scholars program, noted that this year's group
will be "extraordinary," judging from the quality of incoming honors portfolios.
Locke then introduced the Baruch Scholar
Ambassadors, who each represented a section
of the scholars group,
Freshman, Mark Benathan, spoke as a representative of this group and expressed his realization that he could be instrumental in the
enrichment of Baruch College by joining clubs
and voicing ideas about improving the school.
Christine Li spoke about using personal initiative. t~ .find solutions to problems !hat stu-

dents face. Li and two fellow students came up
with the idea to start a mentor program within
Baruch to keep current students in contact with
aluinni who can offer guidance with their transition into the work world:
Aisha Ali, vice president of the Muslim
Student's Association spoke about the" perks of
being a scholar, and holds a leadership role
while still maintaining a 4.0 GPA.
David Sitt demonstrated that there is life
outside of business at Baruch. He started out as
a business major, but is completing his degree
in psychology. Sitt has had two semesters of
Study Abroad programs, one' in London and
one in Israel.
Karen Holder, Baruch graduate and research
assistant at Neuberg and Berman, said that
recruiters are eager to employ Baruch graduates
because they believe 'they are business-minded
employees who are "not afraid to be seen and
heard."
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expressed interest in opening all floors of the
·library for 24-hours, but none of them offered
. concrete solutions to pass the initiative. Heron
did note the possibility of lawsuits that could
arise from a lack of security if all floors were
opened, and subsequently someone gets hurt.
But he said he would "work with the administration" to alleviate the problem. Heron then
proposed consolidating. with other: CUNY
schools who offer 24-hour open libraries so that
Baruch students would have options closer to
their residence. But no details were offered on
coordinating such a complex endeavor.
Heron's running-mate and vice-presidential
candidate Yasifur Rahman said he would like to
see the library open 24 hours for the entire
semester, and all floors open during finals.
"[Evening students] should also have the privileges that [day students] do," said Rahman.
Again, no details.
When asked the same about the library situation, the FIST party went off the subject and
talked about paying students who work at
Baruch more money and alleviating the long
elevator lines. Little was said about the library
Issue.
Witenko, in a previous interview, admitted
that she did not know enough about the issue,
but said she is willing to learn.
Another key question posed. at the debate
counteract student apathy. She said her party
plans on, posting IO-to-15-hours-per-week was how the next government will find enough
office-hours. In addition, she plans on putting money to increase the number of computers on
out a USG newsletter and conducting surveys the 6th floor of the 25th street building.
According to Gift, the college needs to
to gauge student opinion.
Witenko had another idea. Instead of posting increase computer funds.
According to Heron, Baruch College has the
flyers, which are often over-clustered on
funds but is lacking space. He did not, howevBaruch's walls and consequently under-read,
er,
offer much in terms of obtaining space, nor
she suggests handing them out to students who
in procuring funds, for that matter.
are waiting on the long elevator lines.
After the smoke cleared from Thursday's
As for the issues, both parties had programs
to offer, but lacked knowledge as how to imple- debate, it is clear that the candidates, though
their intentions may be noble, do not have a full
ment such programs.
The 24-hour open library is a representative grasp of the issues that have and will affect
sample of the parties' lack of understanding on Baruch students. But at least these students
have shown the initiative to become student
how to affect change within the college.
For example, both parties and Witenko leaders.

evening, according to Ms. Garibaldi, an intoxicated Maldarelli approached her while sh~~as .
fraternizing in the sorority room, located on the
14th floor of the 360 Park Avenue South building, and proceeded to harass her.
Maldarelli said that he had a couple of beers,
off-campus, but was not inebriated. He also categorically denied that Heron put him up to anything, as Ms. Garibaldi speculated.
.
According to Ms. Garibaldi, Maldarelli->
made sexual innuendoes at her and harassed her
about her campaign. And she adds that she was
holding a pledge book when Maldarelli made
the comment, "You show me yours and I'll
show you mine."
But Maldarelli claims that he was referring
to the pledge book, not making a sexual
remark.
_ _ _".....I felt verY uncomfortable" said Ms.
Garibaldi. "He was acting like an idiot."
Ms. Garibaldi said that Maldarelli became
angry because she refused to talk to him.
According to Maldarelli, however, it was
Ms. Garibaldi who became irate when asked
about-her---pl-at-f'''All I asked her was for her
party platform," said Maldarelli. "If she felt
intimidated by that, I apologize." Maldarelli
speculated that Ms. Garibaldi was upset over an
op-ed article he wrote in the April 28 issue of
The Ticker. In the article, Maldarelli dismissed
Ms. Garibaldi as a freshman who is incapable
of running USG.
According to Berger, who was in the sorori_ _~~ room on the evening of April 22 when the
incident occurred, Maldarelli was not drunk
and Ms. Garibaldi blew the situation out of proportion.
"I refuse to see [Maldarelli] persecuted for
doing nothing wrong," said Berger. "If she
can't answer'how is your platform,' how is she
going to run USG?"
According to a report filed by Baruch security, Mr-. Garibaldi approached Maldarelli, who
was participating in an Alpha Phi Delta alumni
meeting on the 15~h floor, on the evening of

no student government for the better part of the
fall semester.
Berger, who says she is friends with both
Ms. Garibaldi and Heron, said that both parties
are acting immaturely and that perhaps neither
party deserves to be elected.
BIckering between parties, combined with
the incidents relating to Maldarelli, raises the
question: can members of the next government
coexist if candidates .are chosen from each
party?
According to a FIST candidate, who wished
to remain anonymous, the answer is no. "I'm
not going to work with [Heron]." The candidate
points out that this is personal view and not at
all indicative of every FIST member.
Under the current electoral structure, students may vote for any individual in the designated slots, regardless of which party the candidate belongs to. This could lead to any-one of
numerous mixtures between FIST, PEACE and
independent candidates.
There is a great potential for animosity,
since the prospect of a split government is very
real -. FIST is the only party running with a
full ticket. Therefore, even if all of the PEACE
party candidates are elected, the FIST party
would also be represented.
According to independent vice-presidential
Student Life, each party has made formal com- candidate Venessa Witenko, both sides have run
plaints to his office concerning flyers being a less-than-wholesome campaign. "I don't want
tom down or placed on top of each other. The to attack, like the other parties," said Witenko.
Student. Elections and Governance Review "They're not sticking to the issues."
Ms. Garibaldi expresses her concern with
Committee, who. supervises student elections
and referenda, will review the elections on
the prospect of an independeflt--eaRdie winMay 7. SEGRC will have three options, ning a USG seat. ""Ifyo~ run independently you
Aylman explains: the committee can e-i~thke""'r~---=~t::T--t-:;;;:~-=:;=t;~=.......-;-;~~=-,~.t--===-=----mIght have problems working with someone
decide to accept the election results, disqualify else," said Ms. Garibaldi,
individual candidates or deem the entire elecBut Witenko said that there needs to be more
tions null and void..With the latter two options, communication in student government and
SEGRC may choose to hold hearings at their vowed to become part of the team if elected.
...I'll make myself part of the loop," she said.
discretion;
Aylman does not believe that the April 22
However, even if Witenko were elected,
incident is cause for new elections. '''I don't there may not be a loop to be a part of. Voters
. know what ithas to do with the elections," said will elect a new government but the five-person
Aylman. ·According .to Aylman, voiding the . committee on SEGRC has the final word.
election results would mean that there would be

a

April 29. Ms. Garibaldi told Sergeant Arthur
Moore that her brother was seeking an apology.
Maldarelli, however, claims that OSSG Vice
President Druvesh V. Bechu asked him to step
outside, where he was met by a group of people, including Ms. Garibaldi, her brother Juan
and four or five others who made threatening
statements to him. "I don't see why she needS a
goon squad to. come after me," said Maldarelli.
After the post-debate altercation, Ms.
Garibaldi filed a complaint regarding the April
22 incident to campus security. The complaint
will now go to Carl Kirschner, vice president
for Student Development. As of press time,
Kirschner has yet to receive the report, and
when questioned by The Ticker, he was
unaware of the incident,
According to Carl Aylman, director of

.
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Young Hispanic Leaders Speak
By Fred Leon
Contributing Writer

Who are Pedro Albiza Campos, Malcolm X
and Martin Luther King? Those who have
taken Black or Hispanic studies classes might
know, but many may actually know very little
about these famous men - some of the most
important and influential thinkers, activists and
freedom fighters of this century.
Who are Lumumba Bandele, Eddie Silverio,
Raquel Rivera and Carlos Torres? Possibly
some of the most important and influential
young leaders of the Black and Latino movement in New York City.
On April 22, 1999, the Black and Hispanic
Studies department invited these men, women
and other activists to speak at "The
Construction of the Puerto Rican Identity: New
Paradigms on Race, Identity and Power," held
in the third floor Skylight Room of 17
Lexington Avenue. According to Baruch professor and speaking panel coordinator Dr.

Marta Moreno Vega, the event's objective was
to raise Latino and Black awareness at Baruch
College.
Lumumba Bandele, of the Malcolm X'Grass
Movement. was the first to speak. "We are at a
position where activism is no longer an
option," said Bandele. "We have to make our
political movements applicable to everyday
people." He went on to raise the issue of challenging colleges to change their curriculum and
teach Africans self-awareness and noted how
'old school' political activists sometimes alienated themselves from the people that they represented.
Most of the speakers then talked about
themselves and their organizations.
"I don't want to leave the ghetto," said
Eddie Silverio, the co-director for Alianza
Dominicana
Incorporated,
located
in
Manhattan's
predominantly
Hispanic
Washington Heights. "[I want to] keep connected."
Carlos Torres, a member of the Puerto Rican

Administration Moves Forward on Healthcare Facility
By Shan-san Wu

News Editor

Collective, also shared a similar opinion. "It's
important to represent ourselves, instead of
having others represent us," he said.
Torres also emphasized the important roles
played by the media and the internet in spreading awareness about the "movement" while
referring to the fact that most Latino youths do
not go to college because they cannot afford to.
"The rice and beans isn't the university popula-

tion," said Torres. "It's the job of those who do
to influence and raise the awareness of the
Latino movement."
The event also included a poem recitation by
Latino activist and poet Maria Fernandez,
known as "Mariposa," which included the line:
"No naci en Puerto. Rico, pero Puerto Rico
nacio en mi." (Translation: "I wasn't born in
Puerto Rico, but Puerto Rico was born in rne.)
~~

Interim President Cronholm Declares May 13 'Coexistence Day'
By Sarah Ashfaq

Staff Writer
Baruch College will hold its first annual
"Coexistence Day" on May 13, 1999. It is
being designated by Interim President Lois
Cronholm to educate and encourage awareness
of diversity at Baruch.
According to Cronholrn, at a school where
85 percent ofthe students are studying for business degrees, it is inevitable that at some point
in their lives the need to understand and accept
cultural differences will arise.
The importance of coexistence has been recognized by college campuses as well as community leaders across the country and many
have already implemented programs designed
to educate students about issues regarding
multi-cultural existence, according to the most
recent issue of Baruch's Au Courant newsletter.
"'Diversity is an advantage to be celebrated, not
a problem to be solved." is the motto £ronhotm
has articulated for Baruch. "We want to make

May 13 a celebration of our diversity and we
want the day to breathe vigorous life into that
motto."

"Diversity is an advantage to
be celebrated, nof a- problem
to be solved."
-Interim President
Lois Cronholm
Baruch will kick off Coexistence Day the
morning of May 13 with a convocation in
Mason Hall on the first floor of the 17
Lexington Avenue building. This will include a
performance by the Orpheus Symphony
Orchestra., whose reputation for demonstrating
principles of conflict resolution-is exemplified
by the fact that the group does not have a con-

ductor.
A "parade of nations," consisting of Baruch
students carrying flags from every country, will
then march from 23rd Street and Lexington
Avenue to the Conference Center on 25th
Street. There the flags will be permanently
installed in the center's rotunda.
Students will then be free to SOCialize, enJoy
foods from many nations and observe exhibits
about the International Student Center, the
Weissman Center for International Business
and an exhibit titled "Models of Coexistence"
by Leonard Marks, the founder of Baruch's
Coexistence Center.
Special panels and seminars will be taking
place in the meeting rooms of the 7th floor
Conference Center on May 13. Among the topics to be presented are: "Ethics in International
Business," by Professor Prakash Sethi of the
Management Department; "The Student
Experience," by Arthur Ainsberg, a Baruch

Committee on Academic Affairs; "Cultural
Museums," by Professor Johann Reusch of the
Department of Fine and Performing Arts; and
"Neighborhood Associations: If Not New York
- Where?" by the Citizens' Committee for
New York City.
.
Another important aspect of Coexistence
Day IS what wm be takmg place in Barucn
classrooms. Faculty members have been
encouraged to use this day to discuss topics of
coexistence and, cultural diversity that are
appropriate for the subjects they teach.
In addition to all that is planned, the
International Student Association is extending
Coexistence Day to Coexistence Week, according to Cronholm. The association has proclaimed May 10 "Study Abroad Fair Day,"
May 11 "Citizenship and Immigration Day;"
and May 12 "International Crafts Day."
"I for one will be an attentive student." says
Cronholm. "I hope that the entire Baruch com-

alumnus, trustee of the Baruch CoUege Fund

munity. wtll join together to make ~.tVst cam-

Board and Chairman of The Fund Board's

pus-wide coexistence celebration a success."

Wellness Day, sponsored by the City University of New York and held In the lobby. of the
library building, to determine what kinds of healthcare services Baruch Students will need.
(PhotolShan-san Wu)

mitted RFP documents, which are a set of provision and legal requirements which prospective health-care providers must submit in
order to be allowed to bid for the Baruch
health care contract, had them approved on
May 3. A number of RFPs were submitted by
hospitals in the area.
Cronholm also expressed her desire to
locate the proposed health-care center in the
new academic complex, which is scheduled to
open in the year 2002~ and noted that no student funds other than those already taken from
student activity fees would go to the facility.
She also indicated that outside donors in the
health field might provide additional monies
for the center in the future.
Cronholm informed the committee that
John Dugan, dean of Faculty and Staff
Relations, was Iooking-into possible refunds for
graduating seniors who had contributed to the

_.

center tbm'lsb ,&I. $10 snmbm:gc ·whiM JYiIS~
added t& evening and day session -sDJdeRt- fees

director of Campus Facilities and Operations,
presented a number of possible sites for an oncampus facility while also presenting arguments for an off-campus facility. Places on
campus mentioned as possible sites included
the former C.O.P.E. center in room I I I of the
26th street building and the first floor security
office located in 17 Lexington Avenue.
Schmid cited the space and poor air circulation disadvantages of room 111 and the risk
management disadvantages of the security
office. "This is a very wei I used space," said
Schmid, regarding the security office and the
difficulties in trying to find the balance
. between too much space allocated for security
and not enough. "On a risk management view,
it's better to be safe than sorry."
The 26th and 18th street buildings are currently being leased and placing a new healthcare facility in either of the two could possibly
result in the necessity of additional monies in
the future to move the facility. This makes
these buildings potentially less attractive as
sites for a permanent health-care facility.
Baruch College owns the 22nd, 23rd and the
library buildings. "That was part of the justification for the new building - To get rid of the
leases," said Schmid.
According to David Garlock, director of
Purchasing and Auxiliary Services, advertisements calling for RFPs from interested health
care providers are being published in various
New Y--9rk City and State educational periodicals, including the daily New York City
Record. "We don't ask for credentials," said
Garlock, who noted that bidding was open to
any interested health care providers.
.
The tentative schedule of progress for a
health-care solution includes mandatory site
visits by interested health-care providers
on June 7 ~ bid openings on June 17
and the final selection process on July 1,
according to Duggan.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT
Lecture and Luncheon
The Case for Asian American Studies
Presented by Gary Okihiro, director of the Asian American Studies Program,
Columbia University
Sponsored by the department of sociology and anthropology
May 5 @ Room 1604, 23rd st. bldg., @ 12:00 p.m.
Zicklin School MBA and MS
Open House/lnformation Session
Information sessions are held in the Conference Center
May 6 - 7 @ 6:00 p.m. - 7:45 p.m.
@ 151 E 25th St.
For detailed information call 802-2330

Newman Institute Young Professionals Career Evening
Presents Real Estate Development
May I I @ 5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
@ 25th st. bldg., Room 763
.Faculty Development Colloquium
Sponsored by the Bernard L. Schwartz Communication Institute
May 12 @ 8:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
@ 151 E 25th Street., Conference Center
Newman Institute Young Professionals Career Evening
Real Estate Development
May II @ 5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
@ 151 E 25th St., Room 763
Weissman School MS in Industrial/Organizational
Psychology and MA in Bosiness Journalism Information Session
May 12 @ 6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
@ 23rd st. bldg., Room 1604

WORKSIIOPS
Workshops on Latin American Theatre. (in Spanish)
Presented by Venezuelan playwright, Rodolfo Santana
- Organized by the DepartmentofModem Languages and Comparative Literature and OLLANTAY
May 3rd to May 15th 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
@ 11 I E. 18th Street. Room 1245
For information, caIl 387-1575
Interviewing Techniques and Networking
Sponsored by PASS
May 6 @ 12:45 p.m., @ Room 1604, 23rd st. bldg.
Orientation/Job Search Workshop
Sponsored by the Zicklin Office of Graduate Career Services
May 7 @ 2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
@ 25th st. bldg., Room 4 I 5
•

.0

•

Recruitment: For 1999 and 2000 Grads
Prerequisite workshops for participating in on-campus recruiting
Held @ 25th st. bldg., Suite 820 - Attend only one
Wed. May 12th 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m., 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m., 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Other times will be announced in next issue
Negotiating: Getting What You Are Worth
Guest Speaker: David Rottman, Chase Manhattan
Sponsored by BCAA and the Career Development Center
May 12 @ 6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
@ 151 E 25th St., Room 415
BCAA members: $15; Non-members: $20
Call 802-6710 to. register

EVENTS
Spring Speech Festival
Leadership: New York for Y2K
May 6 @12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
@ 25th st. bldg., Conference Center
Energy Forum
Emissions Trading: Market Challenges and Solutions
Sponsored by the Weissman Center for International Business
And the City University Graduate Center, in cooperation with
The New York Chapter of the International Association for Energy Economics
M~jL@..5~QQ_1'-,-rn~-:: _8:4_~p_.l1J .. _ _
..
_ ." __ _ _ _
@ 33 E 42 I Room 1800 The City University Graduate Center
Opening reception for Sidney Mishkin Gallery Exhibition
Cutting Edges: Painter's Woodcuts from Experimental Workshop
May 7 - June 14 @ 5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
@ 135 E 22nd St., Mishkin Gallery
27th Annual SEEK Awards Ceremony
Sponsored by the department of Student Developmentand Counseling
Guest Speaker: Harry Belafonte
.
.
May 7 @ 5: I5 p.m. Reception at 4:45 p.m.
@ 25th st. bldg.j Conference Center
.-

Study Abroad Fair
Study abroad and get college credits, find out how.
May 10 @ 12:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
@ 15 I E 25th Street
CiiizenshTp·andTmniigration
Get free guidance, free photographs, all application materials
Must pre-register and pick up material in advance
May II @ 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
@ 360 PAS, Room 1711
For more detailed info. go to Rrn. 171 I
International Crafts Day
Presented by the International Students
May 12 @ II :00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
-@ 25th st. bldg. lobby
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It Was 40 Years Ago Today...
By Shan-san Wu
News Editor
ernard Mannes Baruch was one of
. the greatest financiers of'. his time
and one of the most respected statesmen of his generation. Born in 1870, he
coined the phrase "cold war," lived through
both world wars and was a witness to the
evolution of technology from the invention
of the automobile to the intercontinental ballistic missile. Along the way, Baruch played
baseball for the City University of 1" .. "W
York, fought the prejudice that he received
from being Jewish and spent the first half of
his life amassing a huge personal fortune
worth over $25 million in 1928. (The same
amount would be valued at more than a
quarter of a billion dollars today.) He then
devoted the rest of his life to public service
and earned as great a reputation for good
works as he had for financial genius.
He arose from humble beginnings and
learned at an early age the value of dollars and cents. Enrolled in CCNY at the age of
14, .he walked the 40 blocks to school and
back every day to augment his $.25 weekly
allowance with the two-nickel streetcar fare.
Baruch's parents had originally pushed
him 'towards a career in medicinebut.were.
convinced, with the help of a fortune-teller,
that their son would be better suited to a life
in the business world.
After graduating in the middle of his
class without academic honors in 1889 ,
Baruch was apprenticed for no pay to an
investment banking office in downtown
Manhattan. The 19 year-old then spent his
next four years moving up the ladder and
eventually earned himself a job as an office
boy on Wall Street. Making $50 a week, he
began to invest the few dollars he had left
over after expenses into the stock market -

lOR
. ·IAS
rl. ·..•
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Central Park West
•

Bernard M. Baruch (PhotolBaruch Press)

• Do your own thinking: Keep out of any
---emironme-Rt--tflat-may affCet you aeting-on your reason.
• Stubbornness as to opimons must be
entirely eliminated.
• When God and the community have
been so good to a man, isn't it natural that
he should try to make some repayment?

In his later years, Baruch was appointed
to cabinet positions in the administrations of
presidents Woodrow Wilson, Calvin
Coolidge, Herbert Hoover, Franklin
Roosevelt and Harry Truman while earning
their trust and respect in the process. It is
withoutmuch success, His first investments
rumored .that President Coolidge once
consistently went sour on him.
phoned Baruch in the-middle of the night for
advice while losing at a White House poker
"They're good enough to game.
Having seen, first-hand, the sufferings of
the Great Depression and never forgetting
ride with me if they feel
those less fortunate than he, Baruch con=-I'm good enough to ride
tributed millions of dollars to charity. He
. was especially supportive of institutions
with them."
conducting research to help the hearingimpaired. Partially deaf himself from a base- Bernard M.1Jaruch
ball injury, he devoted decades of his Iater
years to philanthropy and was honored with
But Baruch didn't get discouraged.
hundreds of awards for his works and genPrevented from marrying his sweetheart by
erosity from around the world. her father, who demanded that the young
Almost 40 years ago today in 1959,
man show some semblance of financial sucBaruch paid a surprise visit to the school
cess before allowing him her daughter's
which already bore his name. Greeted at the
hand, he continued to invest and save.
steps of-I 7 Lexington Avenue by the only
Inspired by love, he made his first killing in
person to have foreknowledge of his visit, a
the market at the age of23 - a then enormous
member of the Management Society, he was
sum of $60,000.
immediately recognized and mobbed. The
Baruch immediately married Annie
88 year-old was offered a private elevator
Griffen, who became his first and only ~ife.
Hej~i!1.e~ ~h~_milli(>r1a_ir.e.:sclub_atthe-ag-e b,:~_he_eoli!e~~ refused and expressed_his
of 30 and continued to hone his investment desire to share the crowded elevators with
the students. "They're good enough to ride
s~rategies .throughout his life. Always conwith me if they feel I'm good enough to ride
sld~r.ed a risk-taker and ready to seize opporwith them," he said.
turuties, Baruch once hired a locomotive, to
. The elder statesman spoke before an
take him back to New York in time to follow
Impromptu gathering of students and faculty
up on a stock tip - only to discover that he
in room Four North. "'I call you fellow stuhad forgotten his office keys. Undaunted he
~ents because I am still studying, still leansimply broke in.
'
109 andstill making mistakes," said Baruch.
- Baruch was hit hard in the crash of 1929
"City colleges have given countless stuand lost almost $10 million of his $25 mildents, _including myself. the opportunity to
lion fortune. He was more fortunate than
receive an education they could not afford to
other investors however, many of whom saw
pay
for."
their portfolios drop an average of 80 perHis words were met by a roar of approval
cent in value.
from his "fellow students" who thronged
Baruch regrouped, cut his losses and
around him as fie sfowlYmade his way out
~enf on to write a memo devoted to the prinof
the building.
'
~Iples of sound investing in 1930, which
. Baruch died in 1965 at the age of 94. He
Incorporated all of what he had learned
died not far from where he used to make his
about the subject up until that time.
long walk as a boy to classes at CCNY, not
Some, of his observations:
far from where his namesake, Baruch
• Become more humble as the market
College, stands today, and not far from
goes your way. It is not prudent to wait
where many students, some who come from
for the top of the market to sell. It is bet
the same humble beginnings and ride the
ter to sell too soon.
sa~~wded elevators as Bernard Mannes
Baruch, share his dreams.
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Thursday June 3; 1999
From 9:15pm 2:00am

Tickets Available at
The Office Of Student Life
15th Floor Park Avenue
South
For Further Information
Call
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Morality? Don't Make Me LaughThe Only Winner In The Balkans: The Arms -Trade
By John Pilger
Contributing Writer

Yugoslavia" The Kosovo Liberation Anny was
dismissed by Secretary of, State Madeleine
Albright as "no more than terrorists". Last
'1:- struggle of people against power," October, the Americans drafted a "peace plan"
,
wrote Milan Kundera, "is the struggle of for Kosovo that that was pro-Serbia, giving the
memory against forgetting." The idea that, Kosovars far less autonomy and freedom than
the NATO bombing has to do with "moral pur-, they had under the old Yugoslav federation. '
pose" (Tony Blair) and "principles of humanity
But this deal included, crucially for the
we hold sacred" (Bill Clinton) insults both memAmericans, a NATO military presence. When
ory and intelligence. The American attack on
Milosevic objected to having foreign troops on
Yugoslavia began more than a decade ago when
his soil, he was swiftly transformed, like
the World Bank and the International Monetary
Saddam Hussein, from client to demon. He was
- Fund set about destroying the multi-ethnic fednow see~ as a threat to .Washington's post-cold
eration with lethal doses of debt, "market war strategy for the Balkans and eastern Europe.
reforms" and imposed poverty.
With NATO replacing the United Nations as an
Millions of jobs were eliminated; in 1989
instrument of American global control, its
alone, 600,000 workers, almost a quarter of the
'Membership Action Plan' includes linking
worldorce, were sacked WIthout severance pay.
Albariia.' MaCedOnIa. Romarua, Siovema and
. But the most critical 'reform' was the ending of Slovakia Like Poland, Hungary and the Czech
economic support to the six constituent
Republic before them, these impoverished counrepublics and their recolonisation by Western
tries will be required to take part in a £22 billion
capital, Germany led the way, supporting the
weapons' buildup. The beneficiaries will be the
breakaway ofCroatia, its new economic colony,
world's dominant arms industries of the US and
with the European Community giving silent
Britain - the contract for fighter aircraft alone is
approval. The torch offratricide had been lit and
worth pounds 10 billion.
the rise of an opportunist like Milosevic was
Like the 1991 "moral crusade" in the Gulf:
inevitable.
'
which .slaughtered more than 200,000 people,
In spite of his part in the blood-letting of including the very people the West claimed to be
Bosnia. Milosevic, the "reformer", became a
protecting, the terror bombing of Serbia and
favorite among senior figures in the US State
Kosovo provides a valuable -laboratory for the
Anglo-American arms business. Mostly unreDepartment. And in return for his co-operation
in the American partition of Bosnia at Dayton in
ported, the Americans are using a refined. ver-f~'S:-fie 'was -assureo"tnat1Re -troublesome - 'siOif6Tthe- aepteteauramWif rni"ssite"lhey--rested·-province of Kosovo was his to keep. "President 'in southern Iraq, 'where leukemia among chil-'
Milosevic," said Richard Holbrooke, the US
dren and birth deformities have risen to match
envoy, "is a man we can do business with, a man
the levels after Hiroshima was bombed. The
who recognizes the real~ties of life in former Royal Air Force is using the BL755 "multi-pur-

Keeping The Faith
Hille1 Celebrates Israel's Independence
The 51st Anniversary Of Israel
increase has been the influx of 65,000 engineers
This right was recognized by the Balfour
lie on events in Israel. "Israel has come a far and
from
the former Soviet Union who have accelDeclaration of November 2, 1917. It was also
long way," he said. From an arid and undevelacknowledged by the Mandate of the League of oped land, to a strong and fertile country, Israel erated thecountry's scientific advance. Although
was a great celebration underway on .Nations.
'>
has truly come a long and far way. The country the technology market has been strong, the overApril 22, 1999. It was in celebration and
The Nazi holocaust - where millions of Jews
has grown from 650,000 to six million people, all GNP growth has slowed down. Recently
commemoration of Israel's indepenwere humiliated and butchered - added to the
said Mr. Rosenberg, adding, "Israel exports 80 Ha'aretz reported that the GNP for 1998 has
increased by only two. percent.
growing struggle to reestablish Israel as the
percent of its technology."
dence. The joyous occasion was co-sponsored
As a result of great strife and perseverance
and organized by Hillel - the center for Jewish
home of the Jewish people. Jews from allover
Israel has seen a great change. In his speech,
Israel
was able to .excel. As we celebrate this
activity at Baruch College.
_
the world pushed forth this re-establishment.
Mr. Rosenberg compared Israel to Silicon
An exquisite and flavorful aroma of Israeli
On November 29, 1947, the General Assembly
Valley. Today, high-tech entrepreneurship is great holiday, we not only remember the tremen-fOOd filled the room~Eager voices of students -- . orthe Umted NatiOns adOpte(Ja-:-reso1utioJrfor-- growing:
is competing with Some of the dous victories, but also the enorrnow;. casualties
and booming israeli music mixed together form- 'the establishment of an independent Jewish
most developed countries in the world and has Courageous soldiers, who gave up their lives so
It was a remembrance of State in Israel. The Assembly called upon the
also formed partnerships in research and devel- that others could live, will forever remain in our
ing an ineffable
the great history that lies behind the creation of inhabitants ofthe country to
opment with others. In fact, hearts. We hope and pray that God will bless
the state of Israel.
take such steps as necessary TXT..
Israel has signed RandO Israel with growth, strength and peace.
Students with joyous faces eating and remiIn 1897, the First Zionist Congress, engulfed
to put this plan into effect.
YY
agreements with Canada,
niscing. "I come here to relax and talk to my
by Theodor Herzl's looking for a Jewish state,
With the recognition ofthe
United
States,
India
,friends," said one student. "I come here to meet
took on the endeavor of proclaiming the right of ,United Nations - and by
Singapore and the European
girls," said another student. Whether it's meetthe Jewish people to return to the great land of 'virtue of the historic and
Union. Joint ventures have
ing new people, getting a free lunch, or hearing
natural right of Jewish peabeen formed in such areas as
Israel and form their own government.
pie - it was established
medical equipment, elec- some great music, Hillel is a great place to come
that the independence of the State of Israel
tronics and software. Foreign investments in and hang out. The Hillel office is open everyday.
may not be repealed. On May 14, 1948 (5th of high-tech industries jwnped fcom $240 million It is located in the 26th street building. room
Iyar, 5708), Israel declared its independence.
in 1995 to $850 million in 1996. Israel has also . 151I. Take advantage of the opportunity.
When Mr. Rosenberg's speech came to an end,
(This year theSth oflyar reDout on April 21).
developed strong ties with China Ha'aretz,
Oppressed from many sides and longing for
Israel's third largest paper, recently reported the i sat and marveled at the Superbly decorated
mom. The student whO worked on, die beautififreedom, the JeWish people sought to retUrn to
Oilnese:1Pres~mid:teent2lfl·sm;a,ic·d;~"nI1rn:Je~C~lnmn.teSe:se-nnaa1t1tic·on)ft18f1!11"tdld-1"O()fft;:-lBe-5laJdent-wlt9-1W01'*e~iA-tl~~lUtifi-----the land of their forefathers - the promised
tfle Jewish nation enjoy a long history of friend- ' cation of the room really did a great-job. The
land. With many wars and enormous casualship." It was also reported that, in 1998, Israel's uniquely designed room with lsi'aeli flags everyties, Israel came out triumphant.
' exports to China: totaled $ 171 million while where, brought out the profound spirit of this
holiday. Shira E. Seri, the president ofHillel, and
At this celebration of history. Hillel was forimports from China stood at $353 million.
tunate to' have Gregg Rosenberg as a speaker.
Israel has also posted an annual Gross National all of Hillel's officers were responsible for orgaGregg Rosenberg, a press officer at the
Product growth rate of five to six percent. One nizing this dazzling and inspiring event. ,

rs

By Alexander Kogan
Contributing Writer
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Ginnine Winkler:

None of the Above;
Adolescent Antics and Apathy Must Stop

No Stranger To Baruch'sMishaps
Dear Op-Eds Editor,
"

aile would hope that the desire to head a government would be mutually exclusive from
the urge to act like a big-and-bad 7th grader. Unfortunately, this has. proven not to be the
case for members of both the FIST and PEACE parties.
This year's campaign has been plagued by everything from party members tearing down
each other's flyers to complaints from security for interfering with students using the elevators in the 23rd Street building during election time.
These shenanigans were epitomized by. Thursday's USG election debate, where what
should have been a dignified exercise in political sparring was reduced to childish heckling and tough-guy posturing as party-affiliated audience members verbally accosted the
debaters.
Prior to the debate, a student who many believe to be associated with PEACE allegedly
verbally harassed FIST presidential-hopeful Sara Garibaldi. The FIST response to this was
a minor altercation with PEACE on the 15th floor of the 26th street building.
While this behavior would certainly be frowned upon if exhibited by Joe CUNY-Student,
it should- be .utterly unacceptable when it comes from our campus's would-be heads of
state. That either of these parties feels they should now be rewarded with election to office
,
is astounding, if not embarrassing.
This brings us to the crux of the issue: should students bother to turnout and vote for
.anyone in either party? Our country's professional politicians might be permitted such
j1.!venile antics; _bYLal.JlD~ academic (and hopefully__i~tellectual) institution like __ Baruch,__
.Ieaders must be held to a higher standard, lest we all become jaded and bitter cynics.
Normally when candidates on all sides fail to convince the constituency they are worth
voting for, the grassroots activists jump out of the' woodwork screaming, "None of the
above!" Their hope is to jumpstart the democratic process by making the parties realize
that the people demand representation that reflects the people's ideals. However, at
Baruch, the candidates and the constituents come and go with the semester, and therefore,
time is at a premium. This leaves no room for a fresh batch of candidates to win the hearts
and minds of Baruch voters.
So, perhaps what we are seeing here are the multiple shortcomings of a system that never
really worked. The much-bemoaned student apathy has already rendered impotent all but
the most parliamentary functions of our government. Even though Baruch's voter-turnout
is rumored to be amongst the highest of all the CUNY schools, it is still too little for anv
referendum to pass solely by student vote. Inevitably, all referendums must find their way
to Interim President Lois Cronholm for approval. As a result, student initiatives are at the
mercy of the administration when they should be an extension of the will of the student
body.

,

David Blanks
Editor-in-Chief
ticker_eic@Scsu. baruch. cuny edu

I can relate with Vanessa Witenko's article

concerning the incompetence of Baruch
employees; however, unlike her situation, mv
.
problem is yet to be resolved. In December, I
submitted my evaluation to the Registrar and
received 25 credits. I wondered why I had 12
credits in a foreign language, yet my advisement copy said that my language requirement
has not been met, as of yet. I called Ms.
Cynthia Fish, who performed my evaluation,
and she agreed that I was absolutely right.
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.The advisement copy I then received in
March had ~ credits deleted, courtesy of Ms.
Cynthia Fish, who had said that she would help
me! She admitted that she made multiple mistakes on my transcript three months earlier, and
had to correct them now. She would not listen to
reasons why the credits were, in fact, valid.
When I expressed how appalled I was that. at
any time credits can be deleted, and that people
make life decisions based on advisement copies,
she replied, "You are only a sophomore and
have not made any life decisions yet." This outrageous statement reflects a lack .of respect and

Of course, these problems are ubiquitous to student governments at all colleges and universities, and they are painfully similar to the problems that curse real-world politics.
People don't appreciate what they have until it is1aken away. So, here at Baruch, maybe
it's time we did just that:
It would take relatively little effort to scrap our current system,' and replace it with a
good-old-fashioned benevolent dictatorship. Gone would be the campaign stickers plastered to walls, ruining the paint; the heckling and the fighting would disappear; and student apathy would be irrelevant.
.
,

Adietator knows bcwtogetebingsdone. Ever on the lookout for assassination attempts,
he has no time for petty antics. Opposition is crushed SWiftly and effectively. And students _
can go about their days, comfortable in the knowledge that all decisions are being made
for th-em.
'
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quality service provided to Baruch students.
Thus, one employee single-handedly, within a
matter of seconds cost me an unexpected'
$1215 in tuition at $135/credit, and practically
a whole extra semester. The icing on the cake
was when a curricular guidance counseior
informed me that I may still have to take literature to fulfill the language group requirement!
It's about time that Baruch employees learn
that students' lives are not to be carelessly dealt
with. Why is it that students can be jerked
around like puppets on a string? As a student,
I need to know the material taught in class to

. . . . . . . .01

11115

get a good grade. Shouldn't employees be held
responsible for their knowledge at their job? I
shudder to think what grade they would get.
Ginnine Willkler

Is Baruch's Cash Cow Milking The Students?
Dear Op-Eds Editor: --...
I was qui,6 dumfounded when I found
out that ~idates for graduation would
actually_have to pay $31.50 for their cap and
gown. This may seem like a small sum, but it
is a lot when you have to pay for your tuition
and books out of pocket. Even if you
receive financial aid, this is not covered. I -graduated from a two-year
CUNY College and received everything, which included cap, gown and
yearbook completely free, since the
costs were covered by funds from the
student activity fees. Why is it that a
Iarger institution such has this---GRe---~---_.
has to' charge us and cannot do the
same? Being a full time student, with
full time responsibilities, there is not
much that I can participate in. It is
my opinion that graduation, and the
cost associated with it, are activities
that my student fees should cover.
, What is even more ridiculous is the
$45 that is being charged for the
yearbook. Why should we have to
pay for a yearbook, .and then additionally pay a $100 for the sitting
portraits from the same company that
prints the yearbooks Zl If the student
activity fee at CUNY Community
Colleges can be used to cover all
graduating expenses, why isn't it the
same here? I was able to obtain tickets for commencement only after I ?~:::n:mpt~
had brought in my cap and gown :I~~IF::::::::'·
from my two-year college, and was WW'
fortunate to have known someone i:.
who had previously graduated, but I L
:::;.
sti II have to buv• the tassel. Not C·
everyone is as fortunate as I am both, Ii::::,
to have graduated in the same color ~~j~l'=:'·
cap & gown as that used by Baruch p~=::.
College, and knowing someone who ;:".
previously graduated. I am yet to see
the reason behind havingto pay for
these items, especially since the student activity fee here at Baruch ...:..

College is much more. I did not put anything much into my graduation from my
two-year school, since I thought everything
would culminate after the completion of my
undergraduate degree, and that this would
be the "big event". My belief was that this
would be the graduation to be hyped about,

./

The week prior to the elections.. we saw
campaigning from both PEACE and FIST. I
have been in school, for three years and I have
never seen such an interest in school politics.
This. was brought to light in the most anticipated event of the month, the big debate.
The showdown was everything I expected
and more. PEACE presidential candidate Mark
Heron and VP candidate Yasifur Rahman were
ready for war. However, FIST presidential candidate Sara Garibaldi made a stronger first
impression. It is clear that thefist is a symbol
of togetherness arid perseverance.
.-Heron. seemed intelligent. cb.adsrnatic and
knowledgeable in: the field of politics, but these
impressions quickly faded as he kept harping
on the present government and avoiding most
ofthe issues. Garibaldi, on the other hand, took
the better approach, remaining. fixed on the
issues. She calmly and effectively handled the
situation in a professional manner. The names
of the parties seemed ironic as FIST candidates

I have come to find out that none of this
will happen, as I will remain seated for
almost the entire commencement ceremony.
It is unfortunate that from the first day you
apply, you have to pay for admittance, and
end up having to pay for graduation memories. This is very disappointing. If my student activity' fee is not going to be
used to benefit me in cases like these,
then what is the reason for me paying
. it? The Office of Student Life should
pay attention to what is currently transpiring as with regards to an article
published in the 5th issue of this
newspaper, this semester. Students
from the University of Wisconsin have
brought a suit to the Supreme Court
against paying student activity fees
which are used to support clubs and
organization that run counter to their
beliefs. Why pay student activity fees
every semester when doesn't benefit
you in a case like graduation, especially when you have no time to affiliate
yourself with a club? A school like
Baruch College, with so many "million dollar donations," from alumni,
should take a page form other CUNY
Community College's and stop trying
milk the st!Jct~~!~,_ev~ry.c._h_~nc;e.t_h.~X_ ..
get. I know that this point raised will
be met with a lot of bureaucracy. I also

know that there are many students
who feel this way. International students, especially, who after living in
New York and attending CUNY school
for the necessary years to obtain their
degree, at twice the cost, sti Il cannot
qualify for the last semester free program. We want to know why are we
being charged for graduation, when it
can be covered with our student activity fees? Why isn't the graduation ceremony more receptive to the interest of
every student, instead of just the
"special" few?'
Dwigbt O. Martin,
a.k.a, Top Shotta.

Does Peace
By R-&beFt--Alderdice--- - - - - - - - -

especially since I heard that it would be
held at Madison Square Gardens. I anxiously anticipated the day when I would walk
across the stage after the announcement of
my 'name, and finally get the opportunity to
meet the (acting) president and receive the
handshake that would send me on my way.

to

.»~

"People are acting like petulant children.
This is college, not high school. "

11

Re~lly

Want Peace?

...

collected ....wbjle_PEA.c.E
to know the school but the QUALITY ofyears
your opponent in order to win the elections?? I
indulged in mud-slinging.
would not want a person who has to sink th~t
here," Garibaldi stated.She works as an office
Heron, looking as though he was about to get
assistant at the Dean of Students Office, is a
low to be my future president. Would you?
the standing eight count, kept drawing off the
member of TEAM Baruch, teaches at the
Why, as a senior, are you now getting
"ills of the present government."
freshman seminar and is currently on three
involved in student government? Is it to accenI investigated into these allegations, only to
committees of student government,while
tuate your resume, Mark? Would you really
realize that PEACE's VP candidate was once
find time to focus on representing the interests
chairing the public relations committee. She
also played a huge part in the creation of of 12,000 students in your final year? What __'
on the current government, but was asked to
leave due to his excessive absences;
Undergraduate Student Government, totaling
plans have you put in place, to carry your lega- '
Meanwhile, FIST seemed poised, as they all
cy after your departure?
the second highest number of signatures needtook turns answering questions. This-gave me a
ed to adopt the resolution. She's also a student
Heron has attempted a quest for domifeeling thatwe are in good 'hands.
nance, but his team ·definitely lacks st:rucWre. I
representative on the International Student
. Heron, on the other hand, arne up to the
Advisory Committee, which deals with-the . ,am still unclear as to-whom PEACE really is,
concerns of international 'students. Garibaldi
with' the exception of the "bodyguard" VP.
podium with his VP (or should we say bodyguard), who did' notiriswer· any of the 'ques- . has also Iobbied to fagbt against the proposed
Candidates shouldfocus on the issues and bow
to help students, but definitely not on character
tions or-speak on th~ issues. Heron's inability , CUNY budget cuts and TAP reductions, .and
to stay focused on the issues~,iilaLCckk:ooff1tteearaim[Mw(Co;rlrk~umiiffifaroD12Sii~C"ijffi:ml~)(j----\fiC1:----:---assa:ssiJ1atiM;-PJEAGE~fue----to---yeur-clismrtiotA---,..----
fought along Side current ossa Vice
assassination. PEACE: due to yOUI' distortion
and his VP's dismissal from the current
President Druvesh Bechu to have the library, of facts and mise<lucating the public, you
.student government leaves me pondering
opea 24 hours during. finals. And these are
already lost one vote. Your opponent is but one
only
a
few
of
the
activities
she
hasbeen
.person
-on a board of 8t least' 18 people. She
PEACE's credibility.
Heron exposed Garibaldi's lack of years at
involved with in the Baruch community,
cannot possibly be held accountable, for the
Baruch, but her supposed weakness turned out
Heron's argument that she has no experience
current student government. You shot yourself
to be her greatest asset. "It's not the QUANTI- . makes me greatly question his political agenda
in the foot and I am sure many ·hold my view.
Do you have to lie to Baruch. students about
FIST: you defini~y won found number one.
TV of years at Baruch that will make you get
were calm

and

Cl

The opinionsexpressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily. re~~ the opini~nso~ The 1jcker ~to~_s~~~~~eraccepts~r_
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more ~ zso wo~ from Baruch ~ollege studet.tts. Publication of Op-Ed articl~ IS contingen~upon ~ eCfitonarDOaid vote. Le~
mustoe nomore that 35(Jwords, typewritten and stgned. -tJnsJglled-letters-will-nat-~-However,-when·appropnater names will be WIthheld upon request. Wnters
should provide day and evening telephone numbers.' All submissions are subject to editing for speceand clartty -Address all opinion pieces and letters to the-ep-Eds editor.....-.
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University Student SenateCollegiate Merit Awards
"

"

CUNY"s) University Student Senate is providing the
opportunity for up to three Baruch undercraduate or
graduate students to be selected as receipients of a ..
$1 000 competitive academic scholarship for the fall
1999 semester.
Applicants must ·currently be enrolled for a minimum of
six undergraduate or three credits of graduate course
work and possess a minimum cumulative grade point
average of 3.5. One must must also have completedbefw een 24 and 96 credits as an undergradLBte or
betvveen nine and 24 credits as a graduate student.
Applicants must plan to be enrolled for the fall 1999
semester to be el igible for'consideration.

EUROPE ON SALEI
loNDON $26ORT PARIS $296RT
AMsTERDAM $32ORT PRAGu£ $392RT

."

MADRID & ROME $464RT

ASK ABOUT "FREE" STOPOVERSII

. Get more flexibility for only $39
with our NEW Enhanced TICket Service program.

_=.:.Trave~{~' __.......-__ '*'-..-...

By Dov Gertzulin

Business Editor

CeaadI.I.....tieaaI Educational ExdJaece

205 E..2nd Screet
NewYork. NY IOOf7
Phonc 112.a22..2100

25Af Greene St
NewYorJc.NY 10001
Phone: 212-25+251$

Brian Salzman, a junior majoring in
finance at NYU, is your typical college stu-dent. He is smart, has a part time job, is short
on cash, and is certainly not saving for retirement. He doesn't know much or seem to care
about a Roth IRA, when first asked about it.
However, Salzman, or any working young
adult, would gain tremendously from putting
away money for retirement in a relatively new
savings vehicle called the Roth IRA. Sounds
like' scary financial lingo? Well it isn't, and
most financial advisers predict that when
retirement time comes 'along, the "haves" and
the "have--nots" will not be the rich and the
poor, but rather the ones who started to fund
their Roth IRA early and those-who-started
late. So if you're young and earn money, when
you start saving may determine if your retirement years will be golden or not.
So what is a Roth IRA? On January I,
1998, the Roth IRA came into effect allowing
individual retirement savers who earn less than
$95,000 annually, to invest $2,000 or 100 percent of their yearly income, whichever is less,
tax-free, as long as it isn't withdrawn until age
59-and-one-half.
Ordinarily, one must pay capital gains tax
on investment earnings. However, if an individual invested in a traditional IRA, which· was
what ~_<?~~ ~2.E~~ ~~ _~for_e _the Roth w~
approved, he could deduct his yearly contributions fr-om his taxable earnings. There is a big
catch, however, when
a
person
starts draw109 money
~*
~~ ~ ~ ~ out of the
~.... .
.-. '.'
.
traditional

195Amst«dam Ave..
New York. NY 10025
Phone: 212-666-4117

An application packet can be secured from the Office
of the Dean of Students) ROml 1702) 360PAS.
Appucatlons must be submitted to the Office of the
Dean of ~tudents by noon) Wednesday" t.4ay 12~ 1999_

...

. . ,.:.

. . . ...

IRA; it gets taxed as personal income.
Enter the Roth IRA. Under the Roth an
investor can pull his money out tax free, without the capital gains or personal income tax,
and the money compounds tax-free as well. The
only hitch to the Roth is that the initial contributions are not deductible from taxable income.

What does this have to do with the college
student? Everything. The earlier you start saving for retirement the more money you will
accumulate, and the less you have to save.
Plus, with the Roth IRA, it's tax free, so it's
even sweeter. "The smartest thing anyone college age can do is open a Roth IRA," said
Judith Lee Pallazzolo, who oversees Roth
IRA's at a New York based trust company, and
is an expert on retirement saving.
And "smart" may be an understatement
.when you take a look at the benefits of the
Roth. Suppose someone contributes $2,000 at
the start of each year to a
Roth from age 20
...:.::::~.

ole actuarial science major at the College
of Insurance in New York. Gordon opened
her Roth IRA account recently with Charles
Schwab, a discount brokerage, and contributed
around $1,200. "I opened it because it's
a great opportunity, and the earlier you start
the better," she said. "It's harder to play
catch up later."
How much harder is it to start saving later
than earlier? Harder than a person might think.
Take Gordon's case for example. Suppose she
contributes another $800 this year bringing her
total to $2,000 for 1999, and then makes additional contributions of $2,000 per year for the
next ten years. At this point, Gordon decides

,flJ~ 4\,\,,10.:0, e::~~ :~:~':~':~a;:~ ~e;:~:;~~:r~n~~n::;~~:

'\r':
".:.:-

~tt..
. :.:-:::=:::::....
":::: .... ::....~~:::$:::-

. . . .::::::::~::::.
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compound.ed.i.rate _of
.
10.6
percent
t:iii~'""
(which was the average
~
return of the stock market
between 1926 and 1997 according to
Jeremy Siegal, professor of finance at the
Wharton School of Business). Upon reaching
70, the investor would have a Roth account
worth an astounding $3,194,536.51. Increase
the compounded rate of return to 16.7 percent,
the rate of return on U.S. stocks between 1982
and 1997, and the account would be worth a
mind numbing $31,530,780.70. All this money
is t~ free, than~s t? the Roth, and can be
achieved by contributingonly $~,090 per year.
The key to these returns.Isthe power of
compounding, according to Raymond Strain,
a trader at Neuberger Berman, LLC, a New
York based asset management firm. Strain,
who regularly services and trades securities
for clients' Roth IRA accounts, has only
praise for the tax-exempt retirement ¥lving
account. "Compounding is one of the~reatest things God ever created-that's how you
develop wealth," Strain said. "Young people
should definitely open Roth IRA's, the reason being that they can compound their
money tax free."
Some college students are taking advantage of the benefits offered by the Roth IRA.
Take Rivka Gordon, for example, a 19-year••..•»

\

ment. Assuming she earns 15 percent per year
on.her Roth account, upon turning 70, she will
have accumulated approximately $13 million
dollars, tax free. In contrast, someone without"
the financial savvy of Gordon, who began to
save for retirement at age 35, contributing
$2,000 until the age of 70, at the same rate of
return, will only end up with $2 million. To put
things in perspective, Gordon, who made$2,000 contributions for 11 years will end
Ilfft:..
up with $13 million, while the
1W$J~~j~~":.,~?~~.!..,../. late investor, who
;}; ; iI;? ~
•....
f;~~;~~:.
made $2,000
.
J
'
!
.t.f!
:"i":."!>~·\
>~4t"1i~<..
contribu?C~ "'.
.:.«
"', • ,.
'. ..: .";-:"'- ... '. ::":.;. /!Jfj"'.). tions for 35
_. ~',.> ~.~~ ;.~:- ye~rs.. ended
.
~
.up with only
$2 million. Whose
shoes would you rather be in?
Upon hearing these numbers, even
Salzman, who had no interest in the Roth, said
he would open one as soon as possible. "It just
makes a lot of sense," Salzman said. "It would
be silly not to, considering the tax advantages
and the power of compounding."
Any brokerage or mutual fund company
can set up a Roth, and most do it for a small fee
or free of charge. Before, engaging in any
investing. however, remember to always speak
to an investment professional. With the help of
the Roth IRA and a proper savings plan everyone can have a financially sound retirement.

-
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On-Line Trading Thrill Fuels E-Brokers

trade is well below the $30 Schwab charges.
by Piper Jaffray Inc., a regional brokerage firm,
Analysts believe Schwab will continue to
on-line trading volume soared in the first
Staff Writer .
. lead the sector despite the fact that their onQ!tart~~itlL an increase~ of 49 percent -'-in:.:...---".::...=c==---=:.;::.....::~':"'::"'O"~.::..L..::.::..=......='-----=-=~--=..::..:~"-'-=~~_
line commission is pricey. Schwab has sucthe average number of trades made each
In the latest Ameritrade commercial, an
ceeded
by using top quality technclogy..shiftday from the previous quarter. This kind of
executive turns to a young employee, with long
ing investors to its own mutual funds, and provolume has made earnings for on-line
red hair, and asks the youth to show him how
viding services in their brick and mortar
brokerages skyrocket.
to use the on-line brokerage site. Within splitbranch offices. The Schwab brand name also
If you are thinking about investing in these
seconds, the executive decides to buy K-mart.
adds value in a market of new comers.
firms, you have missed the boat. Yearly highs
The commercial does not show the executive
The first quarter in 1999, was a strong
and lows for Schwab (NY~E:SCH), E*Trade
period for Schwab. Revenue soared 57 percent
(NASDAQ:EGRP) and Ameritrade Holdings
to $952 million, pushing earnings per share to
(Nasdaq:AMTD), the three largest on-line brokerages, are $18.50-155, $5-144, and $5.621-88.37 respectively, This sector has seen an
enormous run up in price. Schwab, for example, has a PIE ratio above 100.·
According to Reuters, Schwab remained
the top on-line broker by a wide margin, with
138,000 ~ trades" a day. Schwab controls about
$0.34, up 113 percent compared with the same "
$2 19 biIlion, which is 40 percent of total assets
. period a year ago. Net margins have also
x·
"\,
increased to 15 Percent compared with 11.5
percent a year-ago. These impressive figures
were reached by 388,000 new accounts which
opened in the first quarter alone.
With the Dow Jones index hitting new
held in all on-line brokerage accounts. Schwab
records literally every other day, inexperienced
charges $30 for a market or limit orders. At this
rate for trades, net revenue is approximately
investors are hurrying into the market. Will
$4,140,000 per day just from on-line trading.
everyone get rich quick? As long as this bull
In'comparison, E*Trade, the second largest
market continues to charge at fullspeed, i~on-line broker, executes about 65,800 trades- ~ vidual investors will be smiting; but once the
--+.~fi~~~~mJl~~~Di.W~~ii:tB~+*--trfi.m1~Inn~'1"n'INtt1rl~:nrtHni~~r--rE~IH'eIi-_;Jpelerr-4da~)f.'.
-tH=I(o)Wwever,~·Trades--c:eoHrn.mmFlJifSlSSSli9lon!l--Ffo9lrF-ia~---I;IeaI~NIK:s_4:JIA__oI__AH)CI1Ja11!ORr_Dl~~~.J'\U1&_-----..
bear comes out of hibernation. panic will nale.
By Daniel Birk
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Jumpln' Alex &. Hild"a
-AD a ru c h C las s

By Kit Cannon
Contributing Writer

9:30am

Convocation ,;
Keynote Speaker:

I

.

11:00 am

Alexander DeJump and Beata Marszalek met
about ten years ago while he was still playing
in his band. Hilda, and they found outthat they
had more than just a passing interest in each
other. They 'vebeen together ever sin ~"""",,",u.f----I
still play in their band. Jumpin' Alex & Hilda,
while they are both working and attending
Baruch College full-time. Here s a little of
what they said when they had a few spare
moments to sit down and chat.

Mason Hall/17 Lexington Ave.
Leonard Mark$, Baruch Alum,
Founder, Baruch Co-Existence Ctr.

Orpheus Symphony Orchestra
Parade of Nations
Lexington Ave. I 23rd St. to 25th St.

•

11:15 am'
12:30 pm

International Buffet 7th Floor Atrium I E. 25th St.
Seminars
7th Floor Conf. Ctr. I E. 25th St.
-Models ··of coexistence
Leonard Marks, Esq.

Beata: I don't know, maybe it was the other way around. (smiling)

Prof. Prakash Sethi

Kit: Tell me about your band.
Alex: Yeah, it's ajump rock band. It's a band about., basically, the way we play. We like to bring
all people together for simple unity, unity in the world, and we're all dancing. That's why our
music is very dancable- everybody can dance. It's easy to dance to our music & that's why when
we play, we love to see people dance, move, you know. But not like slammiflg- we don't want
people hurting each other They just have to dance..enjoy each other, enjoy life cause we believe
that when people dance, they open their innner channels in their bodies, so their energy can
really flow! They can know themselves.

-UnderstarJding Diversityin the Classroom
Vice -,P res. Samuel Johnson

• The Student Experience

r

Arthur Ainsberg, Baruch Alumnus
Trustee, Baruch"College Fund
Prof. Johann Reusch

-Nei/lhborhood Associations:
'If Not New York-Where?"
~~--

~

-

--~---

-

~

-
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Beata: It's like meditation.

«Outturet Museums

---

----

The Citizens Committee for New York

Exhibits:

7th Floor Conf. Ctr. I E. 25th St.
International Student Center
Weissman Center for International Business
C 1999 ce8 grafx

•

Beata: I got him drunk & then he married me:
Alex: Yeah exactly, you know. (still laughing)

-Ethics in International Business
.

.
Kit: When did you firstme'et?
Alex: Ah ... we met in 1989: 1989. Yeah, it was
during a music festival. So, we met in .Poland.
I was with my band, playing there and Beota
was there managing her band. That's how we
met. We had a great time, you know, drank a
lot of beer ... very romantic! (laughing)

Alex: Yeah, it's like meditation- dance meditation. So ~e dance a lot. We love to go into discos
all of the time. Basically, that's it. We love to travel, travel all around the world, and go everywhere and play our music everywhere in every country. I think our music.iour act, is an international act. It's" about breaking the walls
between people, breaking the barriers, just
entering the new age of Aquarius- the year
, ' a new .age.iJ believe that we.are a
band from the age of aquarius. it's already
here, it's dawning. It's about love. sunshine,
friendship, good vibes.
Kit: Is that the message you want your
music to send out to everyone?
Alex: Yes, it's basically a. message of love. We
have to love each other. We have to love,
understand each other, forgive each other, be
compassionate to each other- that's how we
can pullthrough in this world, pull through into
the new millenium. There's a lot of stuff going
on in the world but we have to be positive,
think positive. Even in the lowest of our
.Qt:pre~sions, we. haye_!o know that the d_awn
will come. It will dawn. If it's rainy today,·
tomorrow's sunny. If it rains in my soul today,
I don't have to be depressed and just think that
it's going to rain forever. No! Tomorrow the
sky's going to. clear and there's going to be
sun- the same with the moon. Our music is is
like joy, filled with-joy, light, happiness, and
as I said, 'it's very dancable. Sowe advise
everyone to come to our gigs and dance! When
people dance, they feel g~d about themselves. That's all.
Kit:ls that why you started?
.'
. .
.'
il~x-: -Oh Yeah.rve always loved to dance, tornoverny body, and when I ptayImove and I'm'

Iost, I'm lost.-Our band-is a show band.
We put on a show- - it's like theater
-.. rock. We change our costumes.
We ere.
.
ate a show. We're very much show
conscious.
We are the ultimate
entertainers.
Ki.t: You guys are more performance oriented, so you've put on
more shows, played more gigsAlex: Oh yeah, we're going to play
more gigs in New York, in early June
and later we're going to play more gigs
in Europe and then we'll come back.
New York City is our home base. New
York and Amsterdam. We travel back
and forth between New York and
continued on page 18

Idle Hands
By Jessica Rubenstein
Staff Writer

_.. ... t!~~.t?-_~2~ ~~~~~~_~.~~~ed w~at it would feel like to be possessed

.by.the devil? Probably_not. 6.tit·ii-sounds likea scary ~~peri_~~~
What if the devil was in your right hand? In Idle Hands, we see
Anton Tobias (Devon Sawa), a 17 year old boy, wake up one
Halloween rnoming to find his parents murdered in his living
room. This is not the first murder to occur in his hometown of
Bolan as several other murders have occured. He sees
trails of blood running.
throughout
his
entire
house. Then he runs to two
of his friends, Mick (Seth Green) -and Pnub (Elden
Hensen), for help. These are two teenagers who like to
. relax sometimes by smoking weed. Meanwhile, Anton is
in love with his next door neighbor Molly (Jessica Alba)
and finds that she left a book on the street. He picks up the
book and returns it to her. Anton doesn't realize that the
devil has possessed his right hand until he kills his two friends and they return from the dead.
Anton then realizes that he is the killer, actually his right hand is. His right hand seems to have
a mind of it's own but Anton tries to subdue it throughout the film. This film compares good and
evil with some humor and terror. If you're looking for a few laughs and thrills, check out this
movie in a theatre near you.
............... : :
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-Stavin' Chain
By Kit Cannon
Contributing Writer

Hailing from the bayou country of Louisiana., the soft, sultry music of Slavin' Chain blends the blaring guitars of hardcore metal with the sultry rhythm' of southern blues in a
unique cajun flavor. Their self-titled album, Stavin' Chain,
otters a mixuture of good 01' Louisiana blues, soft southern
rhythms, and a mild jolt of metal fused together with their
wild cajun -wailings (just to keep things interesting).
Bloodshot Annie features a light old south mix of rhythm, blues, and rock; telling the sorrowful, dark tale of a gal who has drunken deeply from life's cup of sorrow and now has nothing but
misery to keep her company. 'Sweet, soulful, and daring, Slavi,,' Chain eases onto the scene
with their soft, ~ltry j 'en se quoi yet-restless cajun style.
... -- -- .------ ._- -
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The Prayer Cycle
ByKRO
Senior Staff Kiro!?

Y3K
Chapter 2 Part 2
By Kir021@yahoo.com
Senior Staff Kiro'?

Y3K: It is improbable! How can one soft flesh survive the Darkness Factor?! Since the introduction of its power in the late 25th century, no mortals have been able to withstand the nightmares from ones own mind!
Reno: I am my own darkest nightmare! Nothing can be more frightening than that...
(As }3K escapes, Reno and Anastasia teleport the rest ofthe crew back to the 25St./ibrary.)
Norean: Oh thank gawd, you came back to life! I'll never...
Reno: Save your spit. Norean. I know you don't like me, so stop pretending. I'm here to save
all of you from ruining the past.
Rich: And how are we going to get out of this one, genius?'
Reno: (Looks down at his feet) Hmmmmm so your powers shrunk you to the size of 4 inches
well? poor Janka she'H never
huh? I wonder what other (private) parts got smaller in size
look at you de same way again.
Janka: (Giggles) Hey it was no different before.
Rich: Janka! (Blushes).
GK: Reno. I sort of figured out how to get out of this place. Robynn and Sourav's readings
show that Y3K's Pentium 3000 chip can be reconverted into Somsiri's laptop which will then
create an ionic field which will then open a worm hole back into our real time in 1999.
Robynn:Now the only problem is how do we get the chip off ofY3K's freaking chest?!....
(Meanwhile. back at Y3K's base camp...)
Y3K: I cannot compute such a soft flesh! How in the galaxy does it withstand the darkness factor?! I have underestimated these soft flesh beings. we shall mount an attack which will extinguish them' from our timel ine forever. And then we can secure our own future.
Drone-I: My lord. there has been a perimeter breach in sector 2, sector 7. and sector 21. .
Y3K: Perfect. The fools wish to fight upon my playground, then so be it!
(As the battle spilled onto 23rd Street. Janka and.!vorean's combined light blast confused the

When I first picked up this CD, I. recognized a very unique voice. And I was like NO WAY!
As I continued to listen to the serene tranquility of this CD, I just could not believe that Alanis
Morissette could do choral symphonies. and church music! But as I continued to listen, it was
appearent to me that Alanis Morrissette had once again surpassed other people's belief that she
could never make a transition into another genre of music. She has, and with amazing vocals
~d a hypnotic sense of well being. This complilation also features 'James Taylor,salif Keita,
Richard Bona, Yung Lhamo, Perry Farrell, The American BoyChoir featuring Devin
Provenzano, Musrat Fateh AliKhan; Mah Damba, John Williams, Ofra Haza, Linda Rostadt,
Liz Constantine, The English' ChanrJJer. Orchestra & Chorus, and was conducted by
LAWRENCE SCHWARTZ. You will never think of choir or choral music again after you
I isten to this CD. I give it 3 1/2 stars.

-from the Journal of Keen Chung Lo
Part 3 of???
By Keen Chung Lo
Contributing Writer

Editor-in-Chief

April 21, 1997
Day -4
.
Th~ buffet we hadfor dinner was mad shifty. Seafood? Where was it? Only remember s~me shrimp and clams. Everything else was disguised under Italian food, fattish and
bloatzngly nasty. We sat there for about an hour, trying to eat up food that we couldn ~ possibly
consume. The lad>'. kept on trying to make us leave by hinting at it every time we were passed
by on her route. Finally; we left, with her rueftdiy eyeing us while we tipped her, and then asking repeatedly if "anything was wrong?" After tipping her a total ofseven bucks for a hundred plus meal. It was.as wackas it was embarrassing but I really had no money and it was
later that I really felt the panic having no money would cause at the arcade.
Later that night, Larry, Chin and I went swimming. with the lift-saver and all.
Incredibly fun, I was able to steal a diving mask. Yes!
.
Oh yeah, that bitch at the Greyhound station didn t appreciate Wu-Tang s tapdancing.
Nor did she appreciate mine. Bitch.
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Richie smashed them into smitterreens.)
.
.
Y3K: Very good for soft fleshes. Now can you take on a thousand year old opponent?
Reno: (Flames up) I'm going to melt your ~s down to scrap. And when they dig you up in
another thousand years, you'd just be some contem porary art in some boring museum!
As an enraged Y3K charges at Reno. Jomo stretches him across the 2 doubles ofSourav and
trips him. And as Y3Kfalls. Rich is at the other end holding a stone column. and bats Y3K's
backside! Then Robynnfreezes his feet in place as Norean and Janka blind him. Ainka turns
into a gas and shorts most ofhis systems online. Somsiri then sonic screams most ofhis arms off
as Anastasia teleports half ofhis torso to the other side of the planet! And GK then pulls the
chip offhis chest before it disappeared into the void. Finally Reno punches his way through his
face mask and ignites his hand from within. ..
Booooom! Clunk! Clunk!
Reno: Hadenough yet dumb ass?
Y~Kn(bead:JLOL) You fools! You thinkthat you've defeated me! JThen all of/he sudden a
set ofarms and legs sprout out. ofhis headand he pulls out a detonator')
Y3K: Stand back all you al] die ...
(But before he could say another word. Y3K is over casted by a big shadov..;...)
<SLAM.'>
Everyone: OUCH! That had to hurt!
Everyone: James?'
James: Hi everyone, sorry I'm late.
Reno: James! How long have you been in the bathroom? James:Well, I sort of fell asleep, then
I heard this rustling sound. I thought it was a rat. Then I smacked it over the head with Richie's
pornos in his bag and then I heard you guys...
Janka: Rich! How could you?!
Somsiri: I think you took out the security guard on the bus. GK, give me the chip so that I can
hook it up to the laptop and get the hell out of here.
(Just then, Y3K's back up circuits kick in and he activates the unit.)
Y3K: (LOL) If I cannot have the future. no one will!
(As he activates the detonator, the ground begins to shake and tremble.)
Reno: FREAK! The sonaboith wasn't kidding!
Somisri: You got dat doohicky set up yet?!
Somsiri: Almost! Just another 2 minutes!
Reno: Make it I! Rich. lift this bus up from the bottom up. Let's get some more space between
. us and the bomb.
Rich: Ugggggh! Shiet! What's happening?
Robynn: The tirnelines been changed! We don't have anymore powers!
Reno.:Shiet!.EYeI)'one_geljntb~_b_us!

. ,

<:-

James drive!

Somsiri: Got it! (Just then she activates the worm hole as "the planet begins to crack and
rumble).
Reno: Sornsiri! There's a cliff up ahead! Do something now Sornsiri!
Ainka: Oh mah lordy!
Reno: Quick, Rich. get back into the bus!
(Just as Rich drops the- bus. Somsiri was able to open a time rift from under them!)
Janka: Whew! That was close!
Norean: Wait what's that sound on the roof?
(Then ali ofthe sudden the roof ofthe bus is ripped open! And Y3K is still hanging on!)
Y3k: FOOLS! Once I reach back into your time I shall conquer your world once again as my
Y2K ancestors did!
(As Reno punches Y3K. they both get sucked out ofthe bus. GK. with a little speed, goes
through Karlo s and Veronna s Bradlee s bags and finds some body wax. bungee cord. and ceiling mirror...) .
(Wl7.ile outside of the bus...)
Reno: L~-t-go-~ sonau..
.
(Just then a wave oftychon particles knock both Reno and Y3K into the slip stream! But the
crew launches their most lightest member in hot pursuit of Reno.)
Norean: (with bungee cords strapped to her legs) GOTCHA!
(While· Reno is still struggling with Y3K. out of nowwhere, Norean pulls out a shotgun and
blows away Y3K into the time void.)
(Reno hugs Norean tenderly. ..)
.
Reno: So Norean, where exactly where you hiding that shot gun all this time? (SLAP!) Hey!
You told me to hang on to something!
Norean: I didn't mean my ass genius!
Reno: And a very nice ass it is! LOL! (SLAP!) Hey!
Everyone: Hey you guys down there! You goingtekisshirn GF-wAat- NoreanJ(Until nex time...)

•

Here's the dilemma:
My girlfriend ~.f.lY.'0y~ars: who lives long distance, calls me up last nighi and says, "I need
to talk With you '. So I m like ok. It ends up that she went over to her friend's house two
nights ago to study. A second friend went over also. According to my girlfriend they all started drinking because her best friend was going through some tough times. So one thing lead
to another and they all ended up having sex with one another. I was totally blown away when
she told me. There were no guys involved. I just don't know how to react to this. I guess,
technically, she cheated on me. According to her the other two girls got totally into it and she
was like an outsider..••.even though she did participate. What should a guy do in this situation? I SQ)' to. myself "wish I was there to participate "........•. but it makes me sick just thinking about what went on. Don't know if I should continue in this relationship. In need of
advice. Thanks.

Sexy Sy talk: I think you ought to graze on the other side of the grass as well, could be fun.
LCTalk: WOW, that is CRAZY! I guess the first thing to ask yourself is if you really love this
~erson. and ~ru~t her to begin with. I mean, does having a few drinks really make you do things
like this? Kissing another guy when you are drunk by mistake is fine, but another girl? Hmm,
I don't know- it makes me wonder! So just ask yourself if you really love this person, and try to
talk things out I am sure you will get something out of talking. Or at least see if this person is
right for you, that's if you're wilJing to stay on the freaky-side!
BlossomTalk: Well. if your girlfriend was involved in a three way relation amongst girls, then
you are 'in,a delemmaas your girlfriend is gay. There is nothing wrong with that because she is
probably bi. If I were you.J would sitdown with her and have a chat. If the situation can't be
solved or you still aren't satisfied. then move on with your life and find someone new.
Otherwise. see what she would do if the situation was reversed and you cheated on her. Playa
little devil's advocate. I personally wouldn't be able to trust her anymore and I would move on
with my life.

,!

BritTalk: Lets be honest. It may make you sick thinking of what went on, but you would have
loved to be involved. Speak to your girlfriend and let her know that you are somewhat turned on
by the idea that she had sex with two other women. Tell her that it is unacceptable for her to go
off having sex with different women every night, after all, this would be cheating. However, if
she is interested in a threesome. with-you in the middle. then that would be fine. The key thing
for you to remember is that it is only cheating if you are not involved. This situation has a lot of
potential. You must continue in the relationship and capitalize on group sex at least once. If you
feel that your girlfriend can not be trusted with these other women when you are not around,
maybe it's time to end the relationship. Basically you are one lucky bastard, three women in
one bed at the same time, have fun!

MilkyTalk: I think that you should go easy on her because first ofall, she was drunk and people can. do some crazy shit when they're drunk. Second. at least she had the guts to tell you. I
mean, If I had gotten drunk and ended up in a threesome with two other guys, I wouldn't be so
forth com ing about it. We all make mistakes and I hope that those two years you guys have been
going out have built your relationship to a point where you can forgive and move on.

SWSOOSTalk: What your girlfriend did was unforgivable. She can make excuses for you (and
herself, as well) by saying it was acceptable simply due to the mere fact that it only involved
other fe~ales. ~nd: that do~s NOT make it right at all. You have every right to be angry and
upset WIth the situatron. All 10 all, one word sums up this whole ordeal: infidelity. There's nothing wrong .withbeing curious.aboiathese things._but..wh.eo_sb~_lIl~k~s_berdreams into re~UJ)',
she has broken something sacred..Petween you two. Personally, if I were you, I would see how
m~ch of the damage done is irreversible. If it outweighs what is left of your precious relationship, I would dump her. Bear in mind that if ir..happened once (according ~own _
~~peri~!1~e~)-,_ i~_\Ni 11_ de!}n i~~!y h.~p~~~gai n! _

April 22, 1997
Day -5
I had planned on watching the sunrise, but the sun did not rise, at least not to my
eyes, covered as it was by the clouds;
Thom tried to wake me up to teli me. it was coming but I just did not have the energy.
So, I fell back to sleep, I vaguely remember him searching for keys in the middle ofthe night. It
turned out that he was locked out ofthe room for four hours. I woke up to The Hunt for Red
October.
After that we went swimming, all of us except Thom. Chin and I started getting sick
ofthe pool/chlorine/jacuzzi smell. so we went back up & 'got Thom to go to McDonalds with us.
I still can t get over the $2.p3 Arch Deluxe meal. There were three people working in
an empty restaurant, the cashier being: kind ofretarded, extremely slow, though nice, with a
dorky smile cuz ofthe missing front tooth.
After that we blew our money at the arcade playing Area .51, Raiden, Raiden 2, Virtua
Cop, Sunset Riders, Jurassic Park pinball, Double Dragon, that shooting rifle thing...
We passed by a pharmacy and went in to get Chin his laxative. Yep, the insert-it-inyour-ass kind to the pill kind; to the laxative-disguised-as-chocolate kind. It was funny, from
the way he went about asking me to ask the guy for it, to the way the guy at the counter concluded the exchange with "Take it easy bro"
So we went back. had planned on swimming again but Chin had to "be prepared"
and "the bathroom near" at all times so we ended up watching the A-Team, and some other
movie with Damon Wayans, Jeff Goldblum and Samuel Jackson (The Great White Hype).
After that, I got restless, so Chin and 1 went all over the hotel- to the computer room
where we found TIe Fighter, to the pool-which was closed. Along the way we visited the soda
and vending machines ofevery floor andfound amazing results. It turned out the seventhfloor
remainedthe rrz9~~pr~v~l£!.lie~!!'3.<!':with a "Tom s vending Machine" instead ofa "Lances machine" It was also home ofthe most priZed ord,na(c;:ackers.'WeconCluiJiiQihQ{ ew;ry. Odd
floor had 200z sodas for seventy five cents while every even floor had 120z soda for the same
price ofseventy five cents. What a conspiracy.
Well after breaking the news to our fellows we went out for another walk. this time
Larry, Charlie. Chin and I.
We explored the other side of Virginia and ended up with the "somebody s watching"
feeling upon us all. The "other side" consisted ofthe shoreline.uhe black waves, and the ever
encompassing wilderness.
the moon, the stars, the clouds, and the wax figure ofthe VA state record
We
Blue Marlin captured. on 8/30/78 weighing over 1000 lbs. Talk about scary.
Looking for food, we walked everywhere and ended up with none. Night life did
exist however, at the three or four pubs I saw, with plenty ofbabes. I remember the two we saw
at Wendy s in tight vinyl jeans the most vividly. Chin was like, "gotta touch that ass... l'
My curiosity induced mood ofdelight however, was shatteredwhen [heard one of
them rednecks mutter "fuckin' Chinese"
My mind exploded with frustration, from that point on I became reminded once again
ofthe racial barriers I had almost forgotten from our king s treatmentfrom the people at the
hotels and restaurants. Yes, America is indeed a landfounded on racism and bigotry. It sucks
most ofthe time..
We got back andfell asleep to Saturday Night Live on empty stomachs.
I must have thrown away twelve pennies on passing cars, buildings, rocks, birds and
outdoor pools.

INTRODUCTION:
Hiya, my name is Appy Thetic. I'm a student here at Baruch. I used to read "OX FILES"
when it first started and though I've always felt that Mr. Blanks is very warped to say the
least, I've always found "OX FILES" entertaining. Recently, he started this "Legacy" series
shit and it's been' going on for far too long now. I am happy to announce that this installment
is the lastone and that in next week's Ticker there'll be some down-home demented tale of
psychotic bliss for our perusal. If you have the stomach for it, it is with extreme relief: as in
when ya holding in diarrhea and then you let it out, that I present the conclusion of "The
Legacy"

EPISODE XVI:
THE LEGACY
CONCLUSION
The beast left me alone by the fireplace , but from then on, he has always been
company of a woman since because I would fear for her
with me. I have never known
life. He stayed out of sight for a while, but I guess his passion got the better of him. Women
started dying iI1 the same peculiar way as Ruthie and my mother had. He began to taunt me
and to leave clues for me to follow. I have been on his trail for ten years now. The authorities can never seem to catch him. They will never catch him. They do not want to,

the

They don't care about his dozen or so victims. All they care about is what they
tenn national security! Who would believe that the fate of the free world lies in the balance
if this murderous sex criminal is exposed? If this case was to come to light, the scandal
would snowball into an international crisis. Out ofsight, out of mind. My father was
Hitler's Jew. The case died with him. The troth lives with me.
I have since learned that after the first murders, the authorities destroyed my
father's lab and removed all of his documents. They have endeavored to keep it all in the

saw

kiroTalkS: I've been thru a couple of long distance relationships, and most of them didn't tum
out so well. The main thing in that sort of relationship is TRUST. Your girlfriend should have
known not to be drinking while studying. How does a hang over help you pass a test in the
morning? And there is something called self-control. If things are getting out of hand, one
should kno when 2 exit the siuation. But I would not condemn your gf just in this instance.
People make mistakes, you just have to learn how you want to go beyond this small indiscretion.
'fguess- the decisoIJ lies in how you truly feel about her. I kno in some
if you truly care about her, you guys should try to work things out.

KimTalk.: It took guts for her to tell you about what she did. Especially since she's far away
and certainly could have gotten away with it. Keep in mind that she was drunk, and there are
plenty of worse things that could have happened instead. Unless she turns out to be bisexual or
a lesbian. you don't have anything to worry about. It was probably just a trio of drunk women
sitting around male bashing and deciding that women don't need men for everything after all. I
-~relax, and be thankful that you have such an honest relationship.

By David Blanks

_

Damnf Why can't they· bring back the goo shows like "Voltron,"
.
.
JOE," and "Transformersl"

"G~1.

dark. The murders are never connected, despite the obvious patterns. The government
knows the truth" but they do ilothing for fear that a can of wonns will be opened and the box

will never again be able to be shut and locked. So women die, and I press on.

The stranger downed the last of his whiskey and threw some more bills on the

table. He told me that he wanted for nothing. He was rich beyond measure, financially, but
he was emotionally bankrupt. He stood up, looked down at me and told me that for him
April 23, 1997
--n-a~---~~ - - - .~---- ..------.. ~---------:-, --------~=r=thCI~muJld-be-no-pc:acc:rl-Ie-2tSke:thlmatrltiJuhltHifod-WOltlid-alkM"-1the-WOIr1d-1to-t1:un-out-this-------·way? If this is the way God wanted things to be, then he felt that God was one sick bastard.
I don ~ know what s up with Thom. He wakes up so damn early, opening the shades
He then turned and walked out of the bar, as be opened the door a strong gust a wind blew'
and doors to the balcony, waking me up to sunlight in my eyes and chills in my bones, for the
through his coat and he moved with the gust of wind as if he were a tumbleweed.
second morning in a row...
Well, we went swimming again, then back up to the room, packed, and waited halfan
Two months later I read about him in the· papers. He had died in an inferno that he
hour for the dumb taxi. We waited another two hours at the bus station.
had set in a distant farmhouse. ; The report said that there was no way anyone could have
On the bus we listened to lots 0/ music, first with Chin s _CD player, then after arrivescaped the intense blaze. Investigators described the house as an inferno. He had intentioning at Richmond, the CAPITOL of Virginia, with Wu Tang and his Ys soundtrack all the way to
set up the house in such a way that it was nothing but a death trap. For a while after
ally
New York.
that Isaiah stayed on my mind. I thanked God that Rebecca was there for me.
We talked ofa lot ofthings, of Thom s situation with his girl, ofpotential prom dates,
ofLarry and his prom date, ofwhat we were going to eat after eating last at McDonalds the
Last night Becky and I went to the movies. We pulled up to a light on Main street
day before at 3 pm, ofKaraoke songs, ofChinese movies, until some redneck told Larry to shut
and as we were waiting' I noticed a muscular man in my rearview. His eyes seemed to glow
up. He, ofcourse, answered with "Why don t you shut up?" The good old New lOrk "up
and stroM1y reflected the sunlight because they were so watery. Becky called me. Daniel.
yours" attitude prevailed
Daniel. 13ut I was not there. He smiled, and when the lion opened his mouth, I wished that
- - - - - - ----- ----- - -- -- - ---- - - - -- -- ---- - - - - - -- - -- - - ----- ---I-..tIlJ·IS-tII·ne...m.:re....re~Y-lWLa.tiXlto._s1shmlwltUiitt-ffoQrr...nmu:e~.
-- - --.--- ------Aplil l4, 1997
Day-7
I was shocked to find out it was 2:30 am (exactly twelve hours since our departure
•
EPILOGUE:
from Virginia Beach) when we arrived at the Port Authority. Tae n I smelled the difference in

the air.
We threw aWay all OUT pennies at the subway rails while waitingfor the train to
come. Larry gave us each a cigarette to pose like Chinatown gangsters. Charlie was doing
-the "Travolta--whiJF------ -----.--.----------.
-- ..---._.- ----.--- -- At 42nd street, we saw a black dude who was a faggot who said "How s it gain '
sexy?"

F~1y .it:s over, or is it : I WilI.the beast give you a .yisit, and leave you livid? I The picture S.VIVId I Women dying, crymg, Beast tying the orgasms they feel/- into his murderous
landscapel You know that shit is real. I Look into the eyes oftile manic master of rhetoric J
The visions I print better stick I Beware before you slip I I script prophetic shit !

You think I'm joking. You really thinJc that.Lam joking. PlXJt: thing. l pity you._ _~ __- ------_
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Twin Falls Idaho

Jumpin' Alex & Hilda
By Jessica Rubenstein

continuedfrom page J5

Staff Writer

Amsterdam. New York is New Amsterdam, you know'iWe have a
connection with those two cities. New York is homebase, capital of
the world, top of the world. That's why in New York, we can really express ourselves and bring all people together cause 150
nationalities live in New York. It's a great opportunity for people
to really come together.

Kit: Why are you guys are in school right now?
Alex: Yeah, I've always been a student. I love to learn and I've
always been a student. I love to learn. I've always played the student and I love playing for students. I love to perform for students.
I feel like part of the community. I am going to stay a student for the rest of my life on planet
earth. It doesn't have to be that I'm formally going to school, I can learn by myself and I'm very
curious about things. I enjoy being a student in New York City. I meet a lot of people, have a great
time, take great classes. It's a lot of fun to be around.
Kit: So it doesn't matter what you study , as long as you're always learning?
Alex: Yes, yes, definitely. It's a stairway to heaven. At the moment, we're part of planet earth.
There are different levels of consciousness. I don't believe that with the so-called death, it's over.
It's just the beginning. It's just grueling here on this planet. That's why we have to be
tolerent of each other.

J umpin' Alex & Hilda will be playing ...

May 6 @llPM -DOWNTIME on 251 30th St. bet. 7th & 8th Ave.)
May 14
May 26
May 28

,

@
@

l l pm -NIGHTINGALE on the comer of 13thSt &: 2nd Ave.
8pm- CONTINENTIAL on 3rd Ave. & 8th St.

9pm- LION'S DEN on 214 Sullivan St., between Bleeker
& W 3rd St.
@

..

Hard Boiled

,~

By David Blanks
Editor-in-Chief

John Woo is Hollywood's trendsetter in the action genre. Broken Arrow, Hard
Target, Face/Off and Replacement Killers areamong his stateside directorial and production
credits. In Hong Kong, John Woo turned Chow-Yun Fat (The Proctor), a soap opera star, into
an International commodity. For those of you who are just now becoming familiar with these
names, Hard Boiled is a movie that you must see.
Picture this: Johnny, a young Triad Mafia boss, is out to
become a major international small arms dealer and has
left many of his associates dead along the way. (Not to
mention a couple of cops and countless civilians.) One
cop, Tequila (Chow-Yen Fat), has watched too many of
his colleages fall under Triad guns, and is out to stop
Johnny at all costs. Question is: Who are the good guys
and who are the crooks? The answers to this question
creates some interesting turns of plot.
Straight from its opening "Tea-House massacre" scene, Hard Boiled is hard-core
blood, guts and gun blazing. It has a higher body count in a single frame than most shoot-emup movies have in their entire length. After seeing this movie, you'll know where today's action
films get a lot of their ideas.
The action climaxes in a war at, of all places, a hospital. Facing an army of warriors
well versed in the art of gun-fu, and sitting on an arsenal of weapons in the basement, can
Tequila come out on top without having to swallow a worm? Watch as Chow-Yun Fat takes on
the chinese mafia, hard boiled, straight up with' no chaser.

Twins Falls Idaho is a remarkable film dealing with love. It will embrace your heart and lift
your spirits. Two brothers, (Mark and Michael Polish>, star as Francis and Blake, two conjoined
twins that are. inseparateable and are searching for their long, lost mother who left them at birth.
The twins meet a beautiful, young prostitute named Penny (Michele Hicks) who later on helps
them survive and meet their mother. This film is very creative and has a collection of great pictures as well as some funny scenes that will humor you. Both Francis and Blake are gifted
young men. Blake writes songs off of the"top of his head and plays the guitar. Francis, on the
other hand, loves to draw and sketches a portrait of his brother, Blake and Penny. My favorite
scene in the film is when Penny sees the two conjoined twins sitting alone in a restaurant and
joins them. This is Halloween and the bartender thinks they have the best costume in the whole
restaurant. Penny feels sorry for the twins and invites them to the apartment of one of her
friends for a costume party. They accept the open invitation. One can break this film into two
stories: the lov~ and affection between Blake and Penny as they enter into a relationship and the
struggle faced by the two conjoined twins to survive. These two conjoined twins were born
together, shared everthing they had with each other and would rather die together before being
separated. This is a film than-everyone should see, especially those who like romance.

The

Mod

Editor

Check this out! Minners Commentary Corner is expanding around the whole block.
Not only do I get to blow up the whole sports industry, but I also get a shot at ripping this very
section of the paper.
I have actually been given about 400 words for this section. I was rather surprised by
this. Most of the stories that see print are about four words. "This movie was good."
Other columns are longer, like that great piece of work, "What the Dilly Yo?" Yeah,
that belonged in arts and entertainment. That story belonged on page 25. It is right up there
with OX Files.
OX Files. doesn't make me think. It gives me brain damage. Never could I imagine
someone writing so bad. Sure, I am speechless after reading his stuff and it does
me think.
It makes me think, "What the hell is this?" I guess the guy couldn't write well with his other
two' personalities, and just went schizo on us. And he gets half'a column. t feet-bad for the guy
that carries on his Legacy.
But at least I have some game reviews. Thank god they reviewed Mortal Kombat for
me. I almost bought that game ...about three years ago. What ever happened to reviews like
"Triple Play 200" or "Need for Speed: High Stakes?" I know, five dollars for a rental of a game
that just came out may kill ya, but this is a newspaper, and Spyro the Dragon just don't cut it as
as recent releases worth reviewing.
Anyone remember when translati~ was like twenty pages, and news was like one.
Now we only have one page for translations and only three poems on it. Damn, now there is no
reason to read this section anymore.
Oh yeah. there is.one. Me. Later...

Senior Staff Writer

Let's try to recall a few television series that made a smooth, successful transition to the silver screen. Batman was a smash hit in
1989. Mission Impossible was another excellent candidate, but
its only driving force behind its success was Tom Cruise. Do you
still remember when the Saturday Night Live troup made movie
spinoffs based on the outlandish characters in their skits? Most of
them were bombs with only Wayne's World reigning as comedy
king. The chances of having a star shine is a meager lout of 10.
Does The Mod Squad figure to be the next champ of tv movies?
We'll give a resounding NO to that.
Based on the AARON SPELLING tv series, this re-make is a
jumbled up version of the show. It's as if director SCOTT SILVER wants to insult the audience with this messy catastrophe.
Why doesn't this version do justice to the original? The charac.
ters are written in a cartoonish sort of way. Julie Barnes (Claire
Danes - My So-Called Life) is the blonde from the street. And also the most interesting out
of the three main delinquents. Lincoln Hayes (Omar Epps - Scream 2) has such a thin story
line for his character that he falls flat on his face. Pete Cochrane (Giovanni Ribisi - Saving
Private Ryan) is such ajoke in the film.
Three juvenile delinquents are on their way to jail when Captain Adam Greer (Bennis
Farina - Out of Sight) decides to give them another
chance. The very idea of them even attempting to be run
of the
cops is absolutely laughable, and the audience
is not taken in by this charade. Billy Waites (Josh Brolin
- Best Laid Plans) is Julie's former boyfriend.. but his
. seedy past as a drug dealer gets her and the gang in deep
hot water.' Their job' is to tight the two main baddies, Bilty
and Howard (Michael Lerner -Godzilla), and save their
own carcasses in the process.
What more can I say about The ~d Squad?
It's equipped with a water-thin script and acting jobs as bad as they can get. It's in your best
interest to purposely miss this! Some Hollywood hotshot must have seen Giovanni Ribisi's
role as a "slow" boy in The Other Sister and told him, "Oh, can you play the same exact role
for us as you did in this film?" That hotshot should be banned from the movie sets of
Hollywood. Ribisi is so talented, that he should still have taken on the role and not have acted
it out in such a retarded way. He stutters through each line and seems to have no clue as to what
he is uttering about. Omar Epps's character could have been more fully developed. I have to
ask Claire Danes why she took on this project. From Romeo and Juliet to this? And a big
shame on you to AARON SPELLING, I love Melrose Place, but what did you do to this
movie? The Mod Squad could have been such a better film but it's lacking in several major
trappings, including a decent script and having no characterization whatsoever.
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This is one CD that I found difficult not to dislike. This
1(:>or attemp_~~ som~pe of punk or nard rock just
abashed my sense of good music. The group's singers
have horrible voices and little creativity. Each song has
beats that are relatively similar. This group is trying to
mimic the forms of those like Meta/lica and other hard rock/punk groups like Nirvana and
Tool, and is failing horribly. Their music would not have been quite so bad if their voices
were as pleasant sounding as nails screeching down a chalkboard. In addition, they need to
add a little more variety to their songs. It should have been as good as their first song Visine.
Instead, it indicates that they were smoking something while recording and were totally out of
it when writing their songs. The titles were ludicrous. Overall, if this CD had to be graded, it
would flunk miserably.

DJRap:Bad-Girl
By Kro
Senior Staff Kiro?!

•
Take Bruney Spears, mix it up with a techno beat, a pop look, and a slight touch of rave.
what do you get? DJ Rap! This CD was one of my favorites of all that I reviewed. This CD
is so easy and cool to dance or rave to! Bad Girl could become another club/dance favorite
soon. The second track, BI's Spoken Pr~enitor Mix, provides a nice mix of electronic
.. music. Bad Girl Comes Good Remix is another excellent techno/rave song which provides
some incredible electronic music integrated with a nice techno beat which is great to dance to
(as my girl friend demonstrated quite well). Beat Butchers Epic Timpani Mix starts out slow,
but builds you up to this grear ternpo of a beat which is-great! It may not be as fast as-Bad Gir~
but it -makes itself-up ifl a-nice smooth continous .techno beat.c Lgive.this. Ch3-StarS!
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The Tides Surge Forth
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TAKE THE SOAPBOX! LET US KNOW WHAT YOU THINK!

Missing each other so much
Yearning for each other's touch.
But the most we miss
Is the passionate kiss
We give each other
Eyeryt~me we're together.
.
We embrace
with smiles on our face.
We hold each other
Unti1 forever!

By David Lo

By Jessica Rubenstein
Staff Writer

\'ew~

Together

Squad

P.J.Olsson

By Jon Minners

•
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could be the glass from which you
drank
Bow delightful it would be to have your
lips against the hard surface of my she11
You would begin with a serving of ice,
then a sudden thrust of something
powerful. • •• yet.... in-vitJ.J1Sl-l £J.~.~inSJ. every
crevice of my vesse1 to its brim
X wou1d fe.1 the tip of your tongue
against my mouth pu11ing, aiding my contents to the back of your throat
I

You ho1d me gently and sometimes amidst
sips you wou1d
Moisten your fingers with the juice that
on my
e
There are times when you wou1d dip your
finger inside to mix what ~ ho1d
and instantly, I wish Z were that finge~
because then your lips would be wrapped
around me
sucking off what l i t t
On hot days i have the pleasure of being
pressed against your neck and forehead
I savor the sensation that gliding across
your smooth skin gives as i leave my
co01ing juices behind

soft andwispy, like strands of glossamer blowlnq in the wind,
it is a tiny trickling of emotion
pouring out from within the innermost expanses of my being,
with every hour of every day,
it churns inside of me,
building,
yearning,
surging forth,
.frorn the innermost expanses of my
being.
a tide of emotion',
surging forth,
billowing across,
vast waves of emotion,
rising,
roaring,
churning,
hungry.
anqer, rage, hatred,
welling up inside of me,
consuming,
roaring,
raging within,
searing the very fabric of my soul
until it surges forth,

t>91 1!n9/

/

churning,
bursting out of the innermost
expanses of my being,
billowing out across the seas of
emotion,
consuming everything in its path
like a tsunami raging across the

ocean
from- the very well of my being.

-

After a1l my liquid has' been imbibed you
wou1d're~ch down to scoop out the ice,
wecc1ng-my ~-ca-naI:- in- the process
~-----And as you turn me upside down to coerce
the 1ast cube by tapping gently on my
rear,
I
wonder, may I interest you in a refi11?
-KEISBA M.
-
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Baruch Tennis Team Forfeits Another Match
~

By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor
The Baruch tennis team had to forfeit
another contest on Monday. The team only had
two players present!! The tennis team is now
in last place with a 2-6 record. -The'Learn must
somehow ralIy its troops as it is about to play
in the CUNY tennis tournament this Friday and
Saturday.
It is not altogether clear how good the team
is since it consistently has had a problem with
maintaining the numbers. Part of the reason
that coach Flori-n Giuglescu has not been able
to keep consistent num bers has been that he is
coaching at least six seniors. In other words,

.....

_.

the seniors have had to miss a lot of matches
because ofjob interviews.
It is something that has been said over
and over: playing a sport in a commuter
school is one of the most difficult things to
do. Not only are players pressed to excel in
school. but they must go to practices and
attend games. There is, sometimes, hardly a
chance to socialize. With tennis', it is particularly more difficult because it is one of those
games that is played later in the academic
year. While most students are thinking only
about taking tests, these scholar-athletes are
juggling different lifestyles into one.
Most seniors go on interviews later in the
academic year which often means that the

other tearns like basketball are not as affected.
For instance, two seniors on the tennis team
will miss the first match on Friday because one
will be in Boston and another will be in
Baltimore on interviews. Hopefully, the tennis
team will not be eliminated that day.
Another problem is that there is not enough
support from the student body. Baruch is
expanding its facilities and maybe this will
bring the level of school pride up to a
respectable level. A student remarked the other
day about why the teams at Baruch do poorly.
First thought: the teams do not collectively do
poorly. This year, for instance, the basketball
team had the best record in school history!
Secondly, it is this editor's opinion that those

Intramural
Beat

Women's
Softball
Update
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Pious
.
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last \\ eeks basketball intramurals, some

...:omm\,:~tar:

was made about the team

By Kenyatta Pious
Sports Editor

.~~~

vlercy . not being able to auvance D~~~~ 01
:",oor chemistry between players iike Leonard
\1ilL"heil and Scott Ho lloway.
.na:

~\Jg':;L'st;l..)n.
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In issue six of The Ti-cker, it was lepofted

that the women's softball team was looking for'
some talent. and that the team might playa few
games this year. The softball team is a club
team, meaning that it is not officially recognized into the CUNY athletic conference. It is
the hope that the team is recogni-zed as an official team by next spring.
According to Dr. Eng, Baruch's Athletic
Director, it does not appear likely that the softball team wiIl get to pray any games this season
because right now, the CUNY teams are
having their championship tournament.
Usually most teams do not play after the

in response to

\li~..:hell

simply

:_:C.l:;.h~J and remarked. "Time \\ ill tell." Last
\\ eeK. Mitchel l's team "rnercied" the team they

;'ia; cd against: . <.}I.)n· h oiher words. No
\kr..:; was beating "9l)(r so bad that the game
-vas discontinued! '\:ormally. this occurs in the

r--':\, minutes of a game, This time. there
was ,111 entire second half to be played when
'CiS!

·qqo· was mercied.

Julio. of the team 'Best Kept Secret.' was
quick to point
. out that his team is verv under
rated and he is confident that his team will
make it to the champion~hip game next wee "
. Best Kept Secret' also has one of the future
stars of the Baruch basketball team in Lou
Pento. This week's games should be very competitive as players are already issuing out challenges to one another about the longevity of
one another's team. Many players would also
like to see an all-star game, but that does not
appear likely, yet.
This.Thursdayinrhesemij__fiJJat ames .
Fortunate Sons will play Best Kept Secret @
12:45 and No Mercy Inc. will play The
Warriors @ 1:~O. See you there!

-

By Jon Minners
News Editor

who are quick to lash out at the team's should
take special initiative to repair whatever problem they see. There are always coaches who
want more players to participate. Lastly, while
this may sound like an excuse it's really is not;
teams need moral support. If you cannot join a
team at least make it a priority to attend at least
three games. Players sometimes need to know
that they are not facing a battle alone.
We 'wish the tennis team success in the
tournament arid thank the seniors for their contributions this year. The CUNY tournament
will be played at the National Tennis Center in
Flushing. For all details, contact Ralph
Sirianni at (212) 387-1274 or go to the 23rd
street building on the seventh floor.
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.. Dr. Eng added that if a team does wish to play,
then the softball team will play.
When queried about the chances of the
softball team being an official CUNY team
next year, Dr. Eng remarked that the probability is very high. CUNY wants to have an extra
softball team. One of the only problems is that
there have been many young ladies who have
expressed interest, but it has not been the same

Leonard Mitchell passing over a defender. Mitchell plays for team 'No Me'rey,' which ~
many say has poor chemistry. (Baruch Press)

I am probably the happiest person alive.
The soccer season is in full effect and
. I can't
.
wait to see where the Metrostars go this year.
Hey yo! I'm back and still laying the
Maybe they will win it all. I can't wait to go to
smack down on the sports industry. They
the ticker-tape parade. Nothing like honoring a
thought going weekly wQuld shut me up, but
bunch of soccer heroes. Oh wait, soccer sucks.
I'm strongerand better than ever before. The- Yankees are 00 a- tear .and- so- -are-the-- I was reading the Daily News yesterday,
Mets. Roger Clemens has been put on the 15and I saw the 125th Kentucky Derby on the
day disabled list. The Yankees are going to
first page of the sports section. Why? All this
win 15 games in a row for sure, now. The Mets
hoopla for an event that lasts about two minare going to make the playoffs. Remember
utes. Does anyone care who wins? Does anythis, Jon has spoken. When Jon speaks, you
one remember who did?
know what that means.
". Speaking of absolutely nothing, whatever
What was I talking about again? Anyways,
happened to the Bulls? Next year, they will
is it just me or is the hockey playoff season just
a wee bit too long? I mean the first round of . be a team to look out for. They will have a
top pick in the draft, and they will have the
'the playoffs lasts about a month. So much
ability to sign some major talent. The Bulls
work for a very forgettable season. At least the
may be out this year, but that's probably how
Devils are going to win .it.
.

they want it.
The Knicks on the other hand are clinging
to playoff hopes. They'll make it and then
they'll take the first round, only to lose real
bad in the second round. History always
repeats itself, again and again and again.
-Today.history repeats itself _once more. .I
proved it in my security and Columbine
editorials and every week, I lay the sports
industry out. Who's next? Later...

practice each week.
Dr. Eng has also. been trying to add a
women's soccer team, but that has not been as
successful since the interest has been very sporadic. There really have not been enough pe0ple who expressed interest to play the sport.
Under the current conditions, it will be very
difficult to make the soccer team a reality by
next fall.
Unlike the women's soccer team, the softball team is a spring sport, so that gives Baruch
ample time to. recruit potential players..
Hopefully, the softball team will get a chance
to playa game before' next season. For all
tbose.young.lacies that.arejnterested..in.eitber
soccer or softball; please contact coach Felicia
Fischetti or Ralph Sirianni in the 23rd street
building on the seventh floor.
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